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1971
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Blizzard,Paralyzes
Portions of Midwest

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 23, 1971

In Our f2nd Year

By United Press International
Parts of Kansas, Nebraska
and Iowa remained virtually
paralyzed today as winds up to
50 miles an hour pile
up
snowdrifts that only National
Guard vehicles could penetrate
Tornadoes touched down
Monday in Indiana, Ohio, the

Williams Couple
, Observing 63rd
Anniversary Today

Carolinas and Georgia, killing
two persons at Fayetteville, N. C.
The death toll rose to 80 in SunAboard ship a magician was
day's tornadoes in Mississippi
entertaining the guests—all
and Louisiana.
except a parrot hanging nearby.
Flooding drove hundreds of
Even when the magician made a
persons from homes along the
pigeon disappear, the bird
Mississippi and Ohio rivers and
shouted "Faker!"
their tributaries and even
Suddenly
an
Hawaii was hit by a freak hail,
explosion
destroyed the ship,and the parrot
sleet and snow storm.
landed on a raft occupied by the
Nebraska National Guardsmagician. After two days of
men pressed four-wheel-drive
merely sitting and staring at the
vehicles into service to provide
man, the bird finally spoke up!
essential services in the storm
"All right, you win! What did
areas of their state. Virtually
you do with the ship?"
The effect of mass media on every-school in the eastern part
young people was the subject of of Nebraska was closed today
The L & N Magazine says that the talk by James C. Williams, for the second straight day.
'There is no lulu' *st to what can be publisher of the Ledger and All highways in Kansas were
done—If it doesn't matter who Times, before the Hazel Woman's closed or virtually impassable.
Club on Thursday night at the Trains and bosses were strandgets the credit."
new City Hall in Hazel.
(Continued on Page Eight I
Williams reviewed the attitude
Now, a call to food lovers,
toward young people over the
wherever you are.
past several centuries, pointing
out that over the past three
hundred years young people had
Bill and Helen Nelson call us
been moved into a separate
Friday and say how about some
category from the adult worls. The school calendar of the
Italian food? So we says, you bet.
This in turn has brought about a Murray Schools for the 1970-71
So we all go over to Casa Mia.
reaction in them and today we school year calls for a holiday on
This place is not too big but do
have a youth culture unknown in Friday, February 26.
they fix food. They are located on
any past century, he continued. -The
committee
which
U. S. 45 in Hickory just north of
Williams took each of the mass prepared the school calendar for
Mayfield on the way to Paducah,
media and pointed out the good this rear was of the opinion that a
on the right.
effects and the adverse effects of long weekend at this period of the
Better call before you go to make each. He pointed out that the school year would be beneficial to
youth of today have almost in- the students and the staff",
sure you can get in. When we say
the food is par excellent, we stant communication; can sit superintendent Fred Schultz said
mean just that. It is delectable. before their TV sets and see men today. "Therefore, this date is
on the moon in live action; can not included in the school
(Continued on Page Eight)
calendar of 190 days, and the
students and instructional staff
Here's what we had. Try this for
will not be required to attend
size. Lasagna. We do not speak
school on this day," he added.
Eyetalian, but we know good food
"This is the first time that this
when we taste it and this dish is
perfection.
innovation has been worked into
The Murray Junior Chamber of the school calendar, and it will be
Commerce
begins selling ad- evaluated to see whether or not a
Chicken
ParWe also had
rnagiana. Man oh man. The vertisements Thursday for the day such as this should become a
chicken breasts are either cooked 1971 Calloway County Fair regular part of the school
calendar," Schultz concluded.
in this exotic sauce or roasted catalog.
This year promises to be one of
and then cooked in the sauce, we
don't know which. Mushrooms the better fairs with Orsa Leah,
are sprinkled liberally over the who sang on the Paducah
telethon to make her appearance.
entire concoction.
Mule and tractor pulling, the
Helldrivers and the annual
Then we come up with Cavatelli beauty contest will also be held.
The fair is sponsored annually
with sausage and Missing Veal
Scallopini ala Marsala. If we by local Jaycees with Gedrick
lived in Italy, we would weigh Paschall acting as chairman of Two Murray State graduates
three hundred pounds, we know. the Calloway County Fair Board. and a local barber are newest

Williams Speaker
At Meeting Of
The Hazel Club

Sunday
e.
utcheon

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Williams
of Dexter Route One are observing their 63rd wedding anniversary today at their home.
No special celebration was held
due to the poor health of the
couple.
The couple was married on
February 23, 1908, at Paris,
Tenn., with their attendants
being Miss Willie Tatum and
George Parrish. The two couples
made the trip to Paris, Tenn., by
train from Dexter.
Mrs. Williams, the former
Myrtle Lee, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Will Lee. Mr.
Williams is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hickory Williams. They
have both lived in the Palestine
community in the northeast part
of Calloway County all their lives.
Mr. Williams is a retired
farmer and they have been life
long members of the Palestine
United Methodist Church.
They have two daughters, Mrs.
Earl (Avis) Childress and Mrs.
Roy (Lorene) Burkeen who both
live near their parents. They
have one grandson, Edgar
Childress, and three grandchildren, Ron, Jill, and Shan
Childress, also of Dexter Route,
One.

10.Per Copy
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County Economy Moves
head In Past 5 Years
Retail Sales Up 53 Per
Cent Over 1965 Average

The Calloway County economy was financially protected, thanks
made significant gains in the to pensions, health insurance and
five-year period since 1965, the personal savings.
figures show. It moved ahead in
As a result, in the five years
sturdy fashion, exceeding the since early 1965, the sales volume
advances made in many sections in Calloway County retail stores
of the country.
rose from a total of $29,525,000 to
The progress was especially $45,053,000. Part of this increase
evident in the increased volume reflects the higher prices paid for
Calloway County 9-H members attending the Achievement of business done by local retail merchandise.
Awards program at Benton on Saturday were front row, left to stores. Their sales rose 53 per
right, Laura Jarrett, Steve McCuls(on, Carolyn Scott, and Sandra cent in the five years, despite The 53 percent rise topped the
Stark: back row, Jimmy Ray Jarrett, Karen Alexander, Jimitay slower progress in the last year United States rise of 33 per cent
or two.
and the 34 per cent in the East
Rurkeen, Janette Jarrett, and Danny Alexander.
The findings are based upon a South Central States.
comparison of figures released
Nearly every branch of retail
by Sales Management, covering business shared in the growth.
the beginning and the end of the People bought.more cars, finer
five-year period.
furniture, more and better
The major e edit for the ad- clothing, food, electrical apvance goes to the local consumer pliances and cosmetics.
The annual business meeting of and to his ability and tendency to What made it all -Possible was
Church Women United will be spend freely.
bigger incomes and greater
The 1970-71 Area 4-H Junior and held at ten a.m. Friday, Neither the talk of recession buying power.
Senior Achievement Awards February 26, in the educational nor the hike in taxes nor the The total earnings of local
.program was held Saturday at building of the First United various problems on the home residents rose from $37,075,000
11,;30 in the Benton High School. Methodist Church. All women of front and abroad deterred him to they received at the beginning of
Lynn William Clark has
There were 1= records entered in the member churches are urged a great degree.
the period to $60,331,000 they had
completed his basic training at
54 different junior and senior to attend as the business will Except for temporary ups and five years later. It was an inthe United States Naval Training
project categories.
include the installation of of- downs, he spent his money crease of 63 per cent.
Center, San Diego, California.
The following from Calloway ficers.
confidently, in the knowledge As for the year ahead, the
He maintained the highest
County were Junior Area win- The executive board of the that he had an income that was consensus
among
most
average score on the weekly
ner: Steve
McCuiston— council met Friday in the home of steadily rising and a future that economists is that business acacademic examinations given to
Petroleum Power and Dairy; Mrs . Edd Glover. This borad is
tivity across the country will
his company while undergcng Carolyn Scott—knitting; Sandra
composed of ibe wife of the
recover trouk.lia doldrums and
recuirt training. A letter'.
resume its upward course, but at
Lou Stark—dairy foods; Jimmy minister, the president of the
commendation was presented to
a somewhat slower pace than
Ray ..Jarrett—Forestry and women's organization, and
him at a Captain's Meritorious
usual.
Geology; Jimmy Burkeen— another representative from
Mast.
The easing of interest rates, the
Woodwork.
each member church.
Clark is the son of Raymond
resurgence of home building and
The following received a blue Mrs. Corbit Farless, president,
and Linda Fay Clark of 1313 or red ribbon in Area com- announced the Ecumenical
other favorable indicators bear
Phipps Street, Paducah, and petition: Elaine Eversmeyer— Assembly marking the 30th
this.put
formerly of Route 3, Murray. A Jr. Foods and Nutrition and Jr. anniversara of Church Women
graduate of Calloway High Food Preservation; Danny United to be held in Wichita, "Operation Task Force for
School, Lynn attended Murray Alexander—Jr. Home Fur- Kansas, April 22-25. She . also Murray State University" was
State University before entering nishings; Laura Jarrett—Jr. urged a good attendance at the the topic presented by Dr.
Marshall Gordon to the Murray
the navy.
Photography; Meleia Spann—Sr. annual area meeting at-Barkley Civitan Club, Thursday February
Like most service men the Cothing and Food Preservation; Lodge on May 10.
servicemen enjoys receiving Clair Eversmeyer—Sr. Hor- Committees were named for 18. Dr. Gordon received' some
mail from his home town. His ticulture; and Robert Breslford— World Day of Prayer on March 5, very specific and pointed
suggestions for the Task Force.
address is:
May Fellowship Day on May 7, Guests of the Civitans were Bill
Sr.. Entomology.
recruits of the Murray based Lynn William Clark, FN
The following were Senior World Community Day on Edens of Roses Department
Company D of Kentucky's 100th B237457
winners in Area competition: November 5, and for UNICEF Store and Donald Page of the
Division (Training).
Basic Electronics andEleetricity Jannette Jarrett—Safety; and Halloween Trick or Treat.
Vanderbilt Chemical Company. The trial of Commonwealth of
Pvt. Eddie G. Chapman, whose School
Karen Alexander—Home Chairmen are Mrs. Charles W. Don Alley„ Chairman of the Kentucky vs. Bobby Chester,
civilian job is barber at the Division 3410-'122 'Service School Economics.
Moore, World Day of Prayer, Annual Pancake Day for Dennis Chester, Gary Brame,
The Baptist Women and
Chestnut Street Barber Shop, Command
The awards dinner was Mrs. Coleman McKeel, May
and Gary Bogard, heard in
Baptist Young Women of the
says that "Reservists are among USNTC San Diego, California, sponsored by the Western Fellowship Day, and Mrs. Nell Saturday, March 27 announced Calloway Circuit Court on
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
would be served at
that
pancakes
Eaton, World Community Day. Rudy's Restaurant and at the Monday resulted in a "hung
Kentucky R.E.C.C.
will have a joint book study at the my best customers," referring to 92133
church on Thursday, February the relatively reserved hair
South Side Restaurant. John jury" according to the office of
styles civilian soldiers are
25, at seven p.m.
Emerson will be the "Civitan Circuit Court Clerk, James
Rev. R. A. Slinker will teach required to maintain. He and his
manager
for the Day" at Rudy's Blalock.
Indictments against the four
the book, "The Diakonic Task", wife, LaJeanna, live on Route 2,
and
J.
H.
Nix at South Side.
and the public has been invited to Murray.
"The major portion of the funds men made by the September
Pvt.
and
the
Club
Richard
Edmonds The French
attend, according to the pastor,
from the sales will go to support Grand Jury were forcible rape
graduated from Murray State Spanish Club of Murray 'State
Rev. Terry M. Sills.
the mentally retarded program KRS 435.090, Immoral and InRev. Slinker, a native of Green University -last month with a University invite the public to
in the community," a spokesman decent Practices with Another
degree
in
to
Gras-Fiesta
Business
attend
Mardi
Adthe
KRS 435.105, and Assault and
County, attended Campbellsville
said.
February 24,
Battery KRS 431.075.
College and for thirty years ministration. He is presently be held Wednesday,
Starkie
Colson
announced
that
seeking a managerial position. in !Reefing rooms 3 and 4 of
served
The indictment of forcible rape
as
associational
cakes
left
all
the
Claxton
fruit
Union
Edmonds' hobby is croppie Waterfield
Student
ident Nixon had declared the
By BILLY G. JAMES
missionary in different areas for
over from the winter sales was dismissed after a motion of
catching and he predicts that the Building beginning at 7:30 pin.
the Kentucky Baptist Executive
INVERNESS, Miss. ( UP!)— Mississippi Delta a "national campaign would be divided the defense at the conclusion of
slabs will begin congregating There will be a,725c admission
Board. For many years he served
Rescue crews renewed the disaster area," providing for between Glendale and Paradise the evidence, according to court
along Kentucky Lake banks charge, refreshrtter* may be
records.
as a general field worker in the
search along a 250-mile stretch immediate and massive federal Orphan Homes.
during the first week in April. purchased, and floor shows will
The trial of the four men on the
western half of Kentucky.
of the Mississippi Delta today aid to tornado victims.
Murray Civitans passed a
"I've been wrong before, be presented at 8 p.m. and 9 p.m.
After his retirement Rev. and
for persons missing in an "I ain't got no house," said resolution in support of Mr. Jack other two indictments will
though," he admits. Mrs. G. W. featuring talented French and
Mrs. Slinker moved to their new
outbreak of devastating tor- 67-year-old Jesse Hudson'of the Kenny, Owensboro, as Governor probably be heard in the .next
Edmonds, his mother, lives on Spanish students.
Cary community, one of the
term of court. The men are now
home on the Oaks Country Club
nadoes.
Route 2.
All proceeds will be used to The toll was 80 dead-74 in scores of persons left homeless. Elect of Kentucky Civitan out on bond.
Road, Murray. He is now serving
1971-72.
District
for
Pvt. Michael P. Fitzgerald, establish a scholarship fund for
as supply preacher in various
Attorney for the defendants is
Mississippi and 6 in Louisiana. "It took them all down -Wood
•
originally from Long Island, New the Department of Romance
churches in the area.
Wells Overbey, and attorneys for
Around 500 persons were houses, brick houses and all."
Languages,
Stennis,
D-Miss.,
(Continued on Page Eight)
the commonwealth were Sid
injured and property damage Sen. John
Easley, county attorney, and
soared into the millions of said within 12 hours of the
storm, almost "as many deaths
Boyce Clayton, commonwealth
dollars.
attributed
to
the
attorney. James M. Lassiiter is
Sen. James 0. Eastland, ID- had been
Miss., announced Monday Pres- Mississippi tornadoes as were Special services for "The the Circuit Court Judge.
attributed to the entire Califor- Litany and Penitential Office" The next case on the court
nia earthquake two weeks ago." will be held this week at the St. docket is Commonwealth of
Among the hardest hit areas John's Episcopal Church, Main Kentucky vs. Thomas Roberts,
were the tiny farming towns of and Broach Streets.
indicted for statutory rape KRS
Iverness, Cary, Pugh City, Morning prayer services will 435.100, scheduled for WedCity.
and Delta
be held on Ash Wednesday at 7:30 nesday, March .3.
The Almo School Parent- Little Yazoo
Sharkey CountynSheriff Mau- a.m. the church and evening
Teacher Association will sponsor
rice Phillips said in his county prayer services will be held that Pvt
a grade tournament at the school
Bobby F. Kirks
$2 million would be a samevening at 7:30 p.m.
alone
February
25.
on Thursday,
"conservative
estimate" of On Sunday, February 28, at
PTA officials said the doors
Completes Army Course
damages. He said 87 homes 10:30 a.m. Holy Communion will
will open at six p.m. and the
Fort Polk, La.—Army Private
(Continued on Page Eight)
be celebrated with Rev. Mike
admission will be ten cents and
Bobby F. Kirks,
and
Freeman
of
Paducah
as
the
fa:Peaty-five Cents (hili, hot dogs,
Mrs. Euel F. Kirks, Route 6,
STYLE SHOW
celebrant.
Pie, candy, and cold drinks will
A style show will be held at the The public is invited to attend Murray, recently was graduated
be sold The public is invited.
from an eight-week supply clerk
School these services.
University
High
course at Ft. Polk, La.
Wednesday.
auditorium
on
FREE PUPPIF.S
The course included two weeks
February 24, at 6:30 p.m. with the
Robertson Pack
of practical on-the-job training as
Place.
The
event
fashions
by
The
Five puppies, part collie, black
well as formal study of supply
and white, seven or eight weeks is sponsored by the Alpha Cub Scout Pack 37 of Robertson regulations and methods.
sorority
pledge
class
Omicron
Pi
children's
ricv4
good
NEW RECRUITS—Lieutenant John M. Yates, Co. D. Executive Officers, welcomes three
old, all weaned,
School will have its Blue and Gold
Before entering the Army he
at Murray Stale University.
recruits inteAhe unit. From left. begining with IA. Yates, are Pvt. Michael P. Fitzierald. 1`x
pets, are free to persons for pets.
lBanquet at the schpol on Thur- attended Calloway County High
fifty
cents
each
will
be
Tickets
at
Richard' Edmonds and Pvt Eddie G. Chapman.
sday, February 25, at 6:30 p.m. School,
For information call 436-2357.
on sale at the door.

Holiday Set For
Murray Schools

Four-H Winners
From County
Clark Named In Area
• ich

Installation To Be
Held At Church
Women's Meeting

Lynn William
Completes Basic
Training, Navy

Action To Begin On
1971 County Fair

Civitans Hear
Dr. Gordon At
Thursday Meet

Three Murray
Citizens- Join
Reserve Unit

This food is not just dumped out
of a can, it is prepared.

To begin with we had an Italian
salad with anchovies. This was
smacking good.

Topped the whole thing off with
Coffee Expresso and Tortoni.
Tortoni is a dessert made of
spumoni or Italian ice cream
with some other things added. Of
course there were other things
like coarse grated hot pepper for
the Cavatelli to liven things up a
bit.

a thoroughly delightful
All
meMaybe one would not want
it every day, but once in a while a
repast to be remembered.

If you don't know what the dishes
are, just ask for some good
Italian food and the lady will
bring it out.

The Weather
Ualted Press haterastiesal
{Za::::::•1:M.:1'417:!:!:!:7:!:•:i7:7:{
,
.,:
:PAZ**
.
.

Kentucky: Cloudy and cold
today with a few light snow
flurries diminishing and ending
tonight. Wednesday decreasing
cloudiness with slowly rising
temperatures. Highs today in the
30s to near 40. Lows tonight in the
20s to near 30 Highs Wednesday
in the 40s
- EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Extended weather outlook for
Kentucky Thursday through
Saturday:
Scattered showers Thursday
and again Saturday. Fair Friday.
Mild temperatures through
Saturday with highs in the upper
403 to low 50s and lows in the
upper 20s to middle 30s

•
•

vor*i

"Hung Jury"
Reported In
Trial Case

Rev. R. A. Slinker
To Teach Book

Mardi Gras-Fiesta
Planned Wednesday

Rescue Crews Renew
Search For Victims
Of Sunday Tornadoes

Special services
Planned, Church

Grade Tournament
Planned At Almo

-
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YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
stock market continues to
benefit from its "impressive
Ability to resist profit taking and
snap back quickly whenever such
does take
taking
profit
place," E.F. Hutton & Co.
says. The company observes
that the market is picking up
technical help with the renewed
firmness in the utilities. "This
new firmness in the utilities
seems to have repaired one of
the cracks that had recently
appeared in the market's
technical structure," Hutton
believes.

TUESDAY--FEBRUARY 23, 1971

Small Business
Needs Encouragement
It is reported that 60 per cent of all jobs in
private employment are supplied by relatively
small independent businessmen and the
evidence is that people are beginning to pay
more attention to the problems and the potential
of this factor in the nation's economy.
- Inflation-for small business can be a more
serious matter than for a huge industry. Not only
is it more difficult for the small businessman to
raise prices and still stay competitive, he often
experiences greater consumer resistance when
be does hike prices. Chains and major corporate
concerns can rely on volume. Small companies
can cut back only so far without flirting with
liquidation.
But there were encouraging signs in the last
few months of 1970. For one thing, the small
business sector has been able to. get more
attention than it once did. The quest for more
jobs turned to small industries and merchants
when strikes, automation and financial failure
beset big business.
Small business got more attention in
Congress, too. In 1971 Congress will have before
it, for possible action, the small business tax
reform , bill. It is said to be the most
comprehensive tax reform proposal ever made
to preserve and expand small business. The
message,that small business plays a major role
in a natabn's economic health and growth,
apparently is getting across. —Lexington Ky.)
Herald

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER •TIMES FILE

The kickoff meeting for the Farm Bureau membership drive
was held February 21 at the Day and Nite restaurant with fifty
people attending despite the torrential rain.
The Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord Adult Farmer
Agricultural classes and the Calloway Young Farmer Class will
meet together February 27 at Calloway County High School.
Rev. Joe Williams, director of the Baptist Student Union, was
speaker at the Sweetheart Dinner held by Friendship Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist Church at the Woman's Club
House. Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb is class president.
Miss Linda June Outland of Elkhart, Ind., was the weekend
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Brent Outland.

20 Years Ago Today
rue
LEDGER•TIMES

J. D. Murphy, age 89, died February 21 at the Murray Hospital.
He was a resident of Dover, Tenn.
New officers of the Murray Rescue Squad are Harold Douglass,
Van Barnett, James Johnson, John Shroat, Dr. Gerald Gordon.
and W. B. Moser.
Barney Weeks, owner of the Triangle Inn, was the first
person
called on to contribute blood from the "living blood bank"
started
by the local chapter of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars and the
Ledger & Times.
Open house will be held Fehrom 26 at the Max H.
Churchill
Funeral Home at its new location aTIIINtirth 4th Street, Murray.

WORLD WEEK

Chatter

Economic and bssiness news
is currently very confusing,
Vance, Sanders & Co. Inc. says.
Inflation and unemployment
remain "stubborn problems,"
yet stock prices have recovered
"nicely," the company says.
The company believes it is
affecting the public, because
"indications are that many
individual investors are staying
on the sidelines waiting until
the outlook is less cloudy."

I
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Russell
resigns

TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 23, 1971
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WASHINGTON, SENATE
MONIS PENTAGON'S $3
MILLION wow:swim
PS AND RECTREAT1OPIAL
SETUP ON ALLEGATIONS
Of MISMANAGEMENT

-

Interior official
quits under fire

WASHINGTON (UP I):
The White House said to-'
day that Fred J. Russell
has resigned as undersecretary of the Interior Department.
A government source
said Russell was under
pressure to quit because of
"several embarassing decisions" when he was haeding the department between the dismissal of former Secretary Walter J.
nickel and installation of
Rogers C. B. Morton as secretary.
•
The White House would
not make any other comment than "he has. tendered his resignation," but
the source said Russell resigned yesterday.

BRITISH. IRISH
AT GRIPS WITH
DOLLARS, CENTS

ALASKA GOVERNOR
STATE BANKRUPTCY
IF NORTH-SOUTH 011.
PIPELthil GETS .-wo-

000 Bu.LONIGS INCLUDING
11 SCHOOLS CONDEMNED IN
LOS ANGELES QUAKE ARIA

114

VENEZUELA WILL
HIKE OIL PRICES
15 PEI CENT IN
MARCH, tS WORD

SOUTH VIETS wiTH 3 000
Hitt MEN AS GuERRit.AS
SAY CUTS MADE IN HO CHI
MINH TRAIL 14 LAOS

WEST, ARABS
INK OIL PACT
IN TEHRAN-UP
$3 BILLION A
YEAR BY 1975

•

The Almanac

SENSING
THE NEWS

fired 25 shells at an oil refinery
near Santa Barbara, Calif. 2Li
months after the attack on
Pearl Harbor.
In 1945 six members of the
5th Division of the U.S. Marines
planted an American flag atop
Mount Suribachi on Iwo Jima.
In 1969 President Nixon
arrived in Belgium to start a
tour of Europe; King Saud of
Saudi Arabia died at age 67.

(D

State cagers hit
Senate spotlight
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SALEM II THEATRE

753-6333

•
SHOWT1MES: 4:304:30-8:30 p.m.
ADULT: $1.75, CHILDREN UNDER 12, 75c

diary
of a maid
housewife

A,PRODuCT or AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC.

a frank perry film

'ef

A umtilAt HCAllk Atteo•COADIA.

ag1411110

Starts TOMORROW!

MEL

MT
N„.

The poor man seeks education as the way to
riches, the rich man wants education to help him to
enjoy life all the more and the lawyer uses
education to make people behave as they prefer not
It) behave.
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Education is) one of the few things
a person is willing to pay for and not get."
.
..—William L. Bryan

Stan shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God—Matthew 4:4.
it is a mistake to place the stomach first Bread, broken by love
is blessed into sacrament, which Is what the world is starving for.
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BUILDERS, UNIONS
SIGN PACT IN
MIAMI TO SOLVE
JURISDICTION
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( ad Riblet Jr.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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MOVE ON TO UP
NATIONAL DEBT
CEILING ST
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By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 23,
the 54th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
The source said there
quarter and new phase.
By Anthony Harrigan
wre Indications that fricThe
morning
stars
are
tion was developing beUSCUTivE via PRESIDENT
Mercury,
Venus,
Mars
tween Morton and Russell.
and
Prices and volume race
Southern States Industrial Council Jupiter.
But the source would not
ahead and Wall Street continues say whether
Morton put
The evening star is Saturn.
"in a state of euphoria," is the pressure on Russell
to reThose
born on this day are
way the Alexander Hamilton
OPPOSMON TO FAP
plan—are failing to take the 'under the sign of Pisces.
The decisions at issue
Institute sees the situation on
WASHINGT
public
ON,
pulse on the handout issue. 'On this day in history:
D.C.—Gov.
centered around the Coal
A thought for today: AmeriWall Street. Typical of an early
Ronald Reagan of California is Sen. Lawton Chiles(D-Fla)is one
Mine Safety -Act
In 1847 Gen. Zachary Taylor can playwright Irwin Shaw
bull market, bearish news is Rep. Ken Hechlerof 1969. jhaping up as the national leader important officeholder who has
ID., W.
and
U.S. troops
defeated said: -There are too many
passing by unnoticed, the Val charged that Russell 'best informed about the nature of taken the public pulse.
In his Mexican Gen. Santa Ana in the books I haven't read, too many
company says. The institute had appointed unqualified the welfare mess and most successful election campaign
last battle of Buena Vista, Mexico. places I haven't seen, too many
-.says a market with this posture people—including a former determined to effect genuine fall, he walked more than
1,000
In 1942 a Japanese submarine memories I haven't kept long
airline
stewardess
and a reforms.
is not likely to deflate and it
miles and talked to countless
enough."
expects investd money to patent lawyer—to the Caol
The Reagan approach entails a Floridians.
Mine Safety Advisory Comportunists in the administration
"show a good return."
work requirement for all able- "On the road," the senator and slick headline hunters in the
mittee.
NEW YORK (UPl)'taasternbodied persons receiving welfare recently
told
a
capital Senate
who'
pose
as Airlines has int/itned its ser'Earnings estimates have CUPID'S DARTS
assistance in California. Un- orrespondent,"I ran into a lot of humanitarians in a "war against
vices to Jamaica with daily
been changing rapidly," Fraser SHINFIELD, England.(ITI) fortunately, the Nixon ad- the working poor—the guy who
is
The
forgotten non-stop firs between New.
Management Associates, says. —The girls dart Wahl at the ministration is playing down such making $3,600 to $7,000 a year. He hunger."
Americans—the
self-reliant Yorkand Montego Bay and
The company expects the "kind Black Boy pub is in danger of a requirement in connection with is making it on his own and
to Americans—still have plenty of Kingston and direct flights
of profit resurgence ... that the being _ knocked out of the the proposed Family Assistance take that away from 'him
would fight left in them. They un- from Boston, via Newark, N.J.
stock market is reflecting." championship—by love. Two of Plan. Instead, administration be the worst thing they could do."
doubtedly will find leaders at the EAL has been operating flights
The company says the rise in the star players on the team insiders are talking about in- Sen. Chiles asserted that the
national level capable of ar- to the Caribbean island from
prices was "not unexpected but are pregnant.
creasing the scope of welfare Nixon administration's FAP ticulating their objections
to Friendship Airport, serving
the quickness and magnitude of It is the sixth time in 10 assistance.
legislation would encourage schemes designed to get the votes Washington, Baltimore and
the climb surprised us all."
years that the pub team has Richard Wilson, Washington more lower-paid workers to seek of the handout
Philadelphia, for more than
hounds.
been hit by similar troubles.
Evening Star columnist, recently welfare. He noted that people
a year.
Hackman stars
"I'm flabbergasted," Said pub' commented that Gov. Reagan making it on their own are among
HOLLYW(X)D (UPI)
*tanager Arthur Crisp. "I'm believes that "the President the most outspoken critics of the
Gene Hackman will star u'. beginning to think it's some- seems to be out of touch with a welfare ,system, giving the
CINECOM THEATRES
C5clumbia's "Dealer!'
thing to do with the beer."
national revulsion against example of a mechanic whose
DAILY FILM GUIDE
welfare abuses and transfixed by "veins pop out on his head when
Washington bureaucrats who he talks about welfare."
Adults 1.50
Children 75'
have sold him on the idea of the These citizens are th forgotten
guaranteed income idea."
Americans—forgo en by opAs a result, the President is
receiving praise in liberal
LAST DAY! Shows at 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
quarters for the first time in his
career—even as conservatives
are expressing disillusionment
BY ARIA)T. WAGNER
with the administration. Joseph
PRODUCTIONS'
Basitecky Pest Wastaiattlia BRIM
Alsop, a veteran Washington Open 7 pm , ite y pus 1 pm
Saturday and Sunday
columnist and exponent of the
WASHINGTON: "Kentucky is the basketball capital of the world.' proclaimed
liberal viewpoint on domestic
Adm. 1.75 & 7c'
Marlow W. Cook on the U. S. Senate floor.
issues, recently said of the
Before Indiana or California senators
„.for 'Dolly
President's welfare plan: If
could rare rebuttals Wednesday. the Kenever
passes
this
FAP
will
certucky senator pointed out that four
Ends Tomie
tainly prove to be a far more
tucky college teams rank among theKentop
20 in the nation.
radical measure than most
"No other state can claim this-achievepeople suppose. The end result, in
ment," said Cook.
L ST °ham
fact, will be public welfare
"Besides that. Kentucky State College
administer
mainly
federally
5,
ed,
and Wesleyan College have
consistently
on the pattern of the Social .Starts Wednesday]0
ranked at or near the top of the
smallSecurity System."
college division polls this year."
IN COLOR
Ile pointed out that the National
Mr. Alsop rightly terms FAP
Collegiate Athletic Assn. (NCAA) has
centralizin
measure."
g
"a
It
will
selected
Freedom Hall at Louisville as the site for
deprive the states of any
championship tournaments more than any
significant degree of control over
other gymnasium, and Kentucky has
had
welfare. Hopes of ever reducing
more teams in NCAA tournaments than
the welfare burden—the burden
other states.
The poll referred to by Cook ranks
of free-loaders—will be small
•
Western Kentucky University ninth in the
indeed if the administration's
ii•••••........
4C.
nation, University of Kentucky, 12th: Murproposal is enacted into law.
ray State University. 17th, and University „.
Both administration strategists
of Louisville, 19th.
-and liberal Democrats—the
latter prefer massive new food
TODAY ONLY!!
stamp programs to the FAP 1

Isn't It The Truth!

•

POLAND RETREATS
ON 5000 NIKES
SACK TO PEE RIOT
LEVELS 11.4 MARCH

Starts Wednesday
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"YOU MUST SEE
THIS FILMl"
- R,chard SchtcI41, O.
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,i Currency Board chairman
wholmasterminded ito witeh front pounds-4101i1.
makes ir•putChase in a
department siore and pronounces tht• swift --!••nee,
LI success But clerks are
finding customers asking what prices
in real - money."
•••••
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Morehead Topples
Middle Tennessee

TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 23, MI

final. kF".ltik

UCLA Remains No. 1
verUnbeatenMarquett

Calloway Falls To
Paducah Tilghman

MOREHEAD, Ky. (UPI) —
Morehead topped Middle Ten- By United Press Internatiosal among the top 10 by advancing
nessee 70-55 Monday night in
NEW YORle (UPI)—UCLA, two notches to seventh place.
an Ohio Valley Conference bas- loser only once in 21 outing", Western Kentucky slipped one
ketball game.
this season, retained its lead place to eighth while Michigan
Jim Day poured in 25 points over unbeaten Marquette today dropped two pots to 10th.
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Murray State scored seven straight
for the winners. Pacing the in the weekly United Press UCLA received 20 first place The Calloway County
points during a three-minute stretch drive to edge past TennesLakers a battle.
Calloway plays another makeRaiders was Cen Riley with 13 International Board of Coach,' votes and a total of 317 points lost a heartbreaker to the
see Tech, 72-60 in an Ohio Valley Conference clash here Monday
Tilgh- Although the Calloway five
up
game with the Benton Indians
The
win
brings
Morehead's
ratings.
basketball
from
the
34
night.
members of the man Blue Tornado last night 68- never led in the contest, they tied
record to 6-16 overall and 2-9
Southern California, the
Coaches Board who voted this
the score three times during the this Thursday. This is their last
The victory kept the I7-ranked Thoroughbreds in the congame before the District tourin the league. MTSU is 9-13 team to decision the Bruins, week. Marquette, sporting a 21- The match, played at
Tilgh- second period. Tilghman had
ference's second spot with a 9-3
nament.
The game will be held at
and
3-9.
followed
by
remained
third,
0
gin
to
E9-67
before
taken
record,
Murray's
an
early
drew
Ron
lead and moved to
10 first place man, had been postponed from
record. League-leading Western
Pennsylvania, Kansas and votes and 286 points while February 13 because of bad a 19-14 first period advantage. Benton.
Kentucky upped its mark to 11-1 Johnson nestled in a free throw
SCORING
Jacksonville as the top six Southern California, now 20-1, weather.
Late in the second period, the
Monday with a 54-93 overtime with 10 seconds remaining.
Calloway
(113)—Roney 14,
positions
teams
retained
the
received
Lakers
rallied
The
70-87
and
then,
pulled
and Murray
two first place votes
to
It was
Lakers staged an unvictory over Eastern Kentucky
Crawford 12, Rushing 9, Kline 8,
they held last week.
and 272 points.
let Pack go unmolested for a
successful rally late in the last within three at the half, 35-32.
at Richmond, Ky.
There was some scrambling Five coaches from each of quarter, but it failed to bring
The Blue Tornado came back in Sears 18, Chapman 2.
Bill Mancini, a 6-5 junior start- layup. Tech called time out, and
in the bottom half of the top 10, the seven geographical areas of them any closer than four points. the last half with a rally of their Tilghman (68)—White 11,
ing in place of ailing forward with three seconds to go Young
however, with the biggest move the nation comprise the UPI With sic minutes left to play, they own to outscore the visitors 16-10 Welch 14, Romaine 2, Paul 8,
Hector Bloodet, poured in 24 was fouled on the MSU inbounds
Fordham board. Each week they vote .on had trailed by 15 points.
made
by
being
points on the strength of red- pass. He hit both shots with a
in the third period. A nine-point Davis 14, French 6, Dublin 15.
(UPI)—The
NEW YORK
hot field shooting to engineer second on the clock to provide United Press International top University, which gained a the top 10 teams and points are Calloway was never really out spread separated the two clubs as
the final margin.
the Racer win.
20 college basketball teams position among the elite for the distributed on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2- of the game and gave second- they started the last quarter, 51- DOUBLES WINNERS
DENVER (UPI) — National
Tech, 4-8 in the OVC and 7-15
Williams fini sh ed with 12 with number of first-place
first time since 1954. The 1 basis for votes from first to ranked ( in the first region) Tilghvotes
Calloway made 26 of their 61 singles titleholder Paul Shaber
man all they wanted in the way of 42.
overall, led by as many as 11 points, Johnson 11 and Young 10 and won-lost records in paren- Rams, who do not have a 10th
points in the first half and by to back Mancini's heroics. Blon- theses: (Twelfth week, includes starting player taller than 6-6,
field goal attempts for 43 per teamed with Don Ardito Sunday
as much as five in the second det, who suffered a pulled groin games played through Sunday, beat Notre Dame last week to
cent from the field. Eleven of 16 to win the first U.S. Handball
vault into the No. 9 spot with a
period before the Racers storm- muscle in Saturday's loss at Feb. 21.)
from the stripe gave the Lakers Association Natconal InvitationEast Tennessee, is a questional doubles tournament.
ed back.
20-1 record through games of
...
Team
Points
69 per cent. The Blue Tornado hit
starter for Satuftlay night's
Sunday, Feb. 21.
Tech used the brilliant shoot- able
1.
UCLA
(20)
(20
1)
317
26 of 58 field attempts and 16 out
already
has
ing of 6-0 guard Wayne Pack, key clash with Western at Bowl2. Marquette (10) 21-0) 286 Fordham
of 26 from the charity stripe.
HEAD TRAINER
previous
equalled
best
a sophomore, to drive ahead, 65- ing Green, Ky.
its
3. Sou. Cal (2) ( 20-1)
272
Dennis Sears led the Laker STRATTON MOUNTAIN, Vt.
Tech made a move to blow
62 with 4:31- left in the game.
season
in
terms
of
victories
and
4. Pennsylvania (22-0)
209
attack with 18 points and game- (UPI)—Austrian ski pro Hies
Pack finished with 28 points, the Racers away in the early
gets a chance to cement itself
5. Kansas (1) (20-1)
lea"
high scoring honors. Pete Roney Leitner has been named head
were
rivals
two
the
after
going
tops in the game. He hit 13 of 20
as
a
meets
power
when
it
6. Jacksonville (21-2)
156
and Darrell Crawford were also trainer of the Japanese Olymfield goal tries and picked off deadlocked at 6-6 with 17:06 to 7.
Marquette in Madison Square
South Carolina (16-4)
82
in double figures with 14 and 12. pic ski team.
play in the half.
five rebounds.
the last three holes," he said
8. Western Kentucky (18-4) 62 Garden Thursday night.
By JOE ST. AMANT
Then Tennesseans spurted to
But Pack and Tech had to
South Carolina, fresh off a TUCSON, Ariz. (UPI)—J. C. "I just kept trying to make
9. Fordham (20-1)
.
60
upped
11:41,
and
at
lead
16-9
watch Murray streak past them a
victory over North Carolina, Snead has been hidden by the birdies. I kept saying to myself,
10. Michigan (14-4)
47
from the 4:31 mark to the final their margin to 28-17 at 6:37. 11.
made the other , big jump gigantic shadow of his fabulous 'I'm going to win."
Duquesne
N
19-2)
42
Murray countered with a free
horn.
12.
Kentucky (18-4)
Uncle Sam (Snead) up until Douglass, 34, had rounds of
39
by Fred Towns
A Mancini layup, a side shot shot, a 10-footer
now—but he's got. his own 69-68-70-67-274 and won $12,500
11
bucket 13. (Tie) North Car (17-4)
close-in
Mancini's
and
by guard Jimmy Young, Ron
(Tie) LaSalle (18-3)
claim to fame—a victory worth second money.
11
/
2 minutes
Williams' free throw and Les to pull to 28-22 with 21
Five strokes back were thret
(Tie) Louisville (17-4)
$22,000 in the Tucson Open.
11
left.
Taylor's layup punched t he
J. C. can now let it be known pros tied et 279, nine under par. Nate Thurmond and Jerry tion game, Mel Daniels scored
16. Tennessee (17-5)
Gary
Mancini,
by
4
Two-pointers
visiting Racers into a 69-65 adLucas showed the Buffalo 35 points and Roger Brown had
17. Villanova (20-6)
that at home he's called by his They were Al Mengert, who
3
vantage with 1:33 to go before Steverson, Johnson and Towns
Braves why they're ranked in 27 as the Indiana Pacers beat
had
a
pair
if
68s
on
the
final
18.
(Tie)
Standings
Utah
two,
middle
within
name,
St.
Carlyle,
Racers
to
pulled the
(19-5)
NBA
and
2
the Golden Eagles could score
the "superstar" category.
the Memphis Pros 102-99.
(Tie) Arizona St. (15-7)
37-35, at Intermission.
2 By United Press Internatipnal that's the way he'd rather be day; Hale Irwin who had 66-67
again.
Thurmond and Lucas scored
(Tie) Hawaii (2141
Murray used 45 per cent field
addressed than by his initials or and George Archer who had 68Division
Atlantic
2
Pack's layup off a missed
28 points each and combined
70. They each won $5,843.
shooting on 29 of 60 shots, hitting
Other teams receiving votes
W.? L. Pct. GB his first hame, Jessie.
Tech free shot closed the marfor 55 rebounds Monday night
Jacky
Cupit,
with
14 of 20 free throws along the
rounds
of
New Mexico State, Ohio New York
He shot a five-under-par 66
43 25 .632 ...
as the San Francisco Warriors
Nay. Tech hit 48 per cent for IState, Drake.
Monday in the final round of 70-66 Monday, Frank Beard
39 29 .572 4
Philadelphia
ripped the Braves 109-91. The
he game (32 of 70), and made
1
2 the 1110,000 Tucson
36 33 .522 7/
Open with 68-72 and Dewitt Weaver
Boston
victory snapped a four-game
five of only 12 free attempts.
beating Dale Douglass by one with a pair of 71s each came in
19 51 .271 25
Buffalo
losing
streak for the Warriors.
Murray State
35-37-72
Central Division
stroke. Snead's earlier rounds at 280 for $3,575.
Tennessee Tech
27-33-44
Buffalo pulled to within six
HONORARY
CHAIRMEN
Defending
Trechampion
Lee
were
Pct.
GB
W.
66-71-70
L.
and
his
72-hole
MURRAY STATO
vino was not in contention for points at 76-70 early in the last
NEW YORK 1UPI)—Vice Baltimore
Player
Mm-e
No
to
37 29 .561 ... total was 273, 15 under par.
1-7
1-1
5
3
Les Taylor
President
Spiro
top
money on the final day and quarter but Lucas hit three
T.
Agnew
and Cincinnati
/
2 He and Douglass were tied
26 41 .388-111
9-12
6-7
2
24
Bill Mancini
5-11
1-3
14
11
Ron Jotuuron
came
in 12th on final rounds of straight baskets to ignite a 17-7
governors
from
30
states,
after
the
42
two
.373
rounds
121
/
2
and
25
also
Atlanta
2
12
Ron Williams
5-12 3-4
Warrior rally that put the game
10
2
443 2-3
Jim Young
71-70 for a 282 total.
including Nelson Rockefeller of Cleveland
27
after
the
58
third
.171
round
which
12
was
By United Press International Gary Steverson 1-1 3-2 0 4 New York and
out of reach. Thurmond's 10Ronald
Raygan
Fred Towns
played Monday morning. The
44 - 04
II
8
Midwest Division
No. Car. 70 Florida St. 61
point burst late in the first half'
Team
of California, will serve as
W. L. Pct. GB pros were forced to play 36 CARTY THE BEST
71
MOS 1444 50
TOTALS
Tennessee 88 LS1.1 67
helped San Francisco pile up a
TIONS101411 Then
honorary chairmen at a testi- Milwaukee
...
holes
Monday
.836
because
two
56
days
11
SANTO DOMINGO (
fmn-a Mien
Player
rip
IP
icksnvl 120 East Car. 69
52-36 halftime lead.
monial dinner honoring former Chicago
04
Danny Furlong
4
12
of play were rained out last The Dominican Sports Writers
42 25 .627 14
Davidson 85 Citadel 50
Rd
Don May led the Braves with
WM
8-4
14 24heavyweight
boxing great Joe Phoenix
/
2 week
41 27 .603 151
5AP
3,3
Association Monday voted Rico
13
tentbcky 101 Alabama 74
points and Mike Davis had
13-30,
--04
Wmrne Pack
S
Louis
on
Friday,
May.
14,
at
$15,0130
last
won
26
.600
only
16
Snead
39
Detroit
Carty
of
the
Atlanta
Braves,
4-11
04
ILI
Lewla
4 SW
Holy Cross 82 Cath. U. 71
King
3
Team
Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas.
finished
Division
had
never
year
and,
Pacific
the
major
league's leading There were no other National
32-75
1-11 43 69
TOTALS
Mass. 86 Syracuse 75
W. L. Pet. GB better than a tie for second in hitter last season, as the asketball Association
Edward
Lehigh 114 Gettysbg 68
games
four years on the pro tour.
40 25 416
Los Angeles
country's most outstanding ball scheduled while in the only
Cheynet St. 96 Mt. St. Mary's
PAN ETELA DELUXE
7
running
practically
.507
was
34
Francisco
35
player
in
1970.
San
91
merican Basketball Associa.449
11
31 38
San Diego
Vir. Tech 86 Ohio U. 80
30 37 .4-48 11
Seattle
Slppry Rck 103 Grove City 79
23 43 .348 174i
Portland
Wynsbrg 88 Crngie Mlln 66
Monday's Results
Geotwn 84 G. Wash. 73
109 Buffalo 91
Francisco
San
Monmouth 101 Pratt 89
•
Tuesday's Games
Ili
I
So. Car. 88 Houston 71
Los Angeles at Baltimore
N. Car. St. 97 Virginia 77
San Francisco at Milwaukee
Samford 131 Miss. 95
By United Press International aand as he threw up both hands San Diego at New York
S.W. Tex. 87 Sam Hous 84, ot
Gene Alley, the shortstop of to protect his face from an Portland at Philadelphia
McMarry 61 East Tex. 49
e Eastern Division-champion inside pitch. It was expected
(Only 'games scheduled)
Ark. St. 55 Trinity 53
Pittsburgh
Pirates of the the injury will keep him from
West Tex. 89 UT Aringtn 83
National League, troubled by heavy work for about a month.
Maine 83 Bates 78
shoulder miseries that have
ABA Standings
"He'll be able to throw and
Tenn. St. 120 Mrrs Brown 53
hampered his effectiveness in run, but he won't be able to do By United Press International
Union (Ky I 101 Oakland 66
recent seasons, was struck by a any hitting for a while,"
East
Mont. St. 100 Boise St. 71
pitch hurled by a pitching Pirate spokesman said.
W. L. Pct. GB
Montana 85 Idaho St. 64
machine Monday and suffered a
44 21 677 ..
All the Pittsburgh players Virginia
Calif. 102 Wash. St. 76
broken left hand.
35 31 530 942
were signed and all were in Kentucky
Washington 72 Stanford 69
The mishap occurred on the camp, with the exception
31 35 .470 13bi
of New York
first day of drills for the entire outfielder Roberto Clemente Carolina
28 37 431 16
Bucs squad at the Gradenton, and third baseman Jose
/
2
28 40 .412 171
Pagan. Ftoridians
Fla., base and left Manager Pagan had permission to report Pittsburgh
1.
We2s7t 39 409 17½
Danny Murtaigh with only one late and Clemente was reported
shortstop with much major enroute.
W. L. Pct. GB
league experience—Jackie Her44 20 688 .
In other activity involving NL Utah
nandez, whom the Bucs ob- East teams. Ken Boswell,
12 21 667 It's
who Indiana
tained in a six-player trade set a major league record
36 30 .545 9
for Memphis
with the Kansas City Royals second basemen in 1970
23 40 .365 20'1
by Denver
last December.
20 44 .31324
playing 85 consecutive errorless Texas
Alley was struck on his left games, signed his 1971 contract
Monday's Result
with the New York Mets for a Indiana 102 Memphis 99
Tuesday's Games
reported $30,000, a- sum described by a club spokesman as Kentucky at Pittsburgh
"modest
raise."
Bo Virginia at Memphis
4.
kW or regular gas (either sixGibson, the $150,000 a year Denver at Utah
cvtinder or V41). •
'telling superstar who's wort 20 Indiana at Texas
WyOur nearind
•Aluminized exhaust system.
games five times in his career, (Only gamma:bedded)
mobile dealer's. He's got a new front-fender Inner panels, antiCutlass Hardtop that gives you the corrosion battery that last longer
threw for seven minutes on the
best of both.
• Flo-Thru Ventilation that brings
sidelines before pitching batting
This new Cutlass model, the. in outside air tor interior comfort.practice for five mote minutes.
lowest priced hardtop Olds offers, so you arrived refreshed and ungives you things like.
at the St. Petersburg, Fla., site
ruffled
There you are, caught right in the • A big, solid Body by Fisher with •Bias-ply belted tires for imof the St. Louis Cardinals...The
middle You want to have your sporty Moroceen interiors and proved traction, longer tread life
Philadelphia Phillies open
cake and eat it, too.
room for six grown-ups.
•Side-guard beams in each door
spring training Tuesday at
You want a car with a lot of aria great coil-spring ride com- for extra security, plus a long list
ienn.
CITY,
JOHNSON
room, a lot of comfort, a lot of puter-matched to each car's weight of other GM safety features
Clearwater. Fla., with
14
outreclass, but you also want the kind and equipment. Specially tuned
So why compromise' Get fullLet H & R BLOCK Come To The Rescue
members of their squad still (UPI)—East Tennessee
of savings and economy you nor- body mounts for a quieter ride.
size Olds comfort and everything
bounded Austin Peay 52-42 Monunsigned. The unsigned list
get
in
a
small
mally
car.
only
•
A
pollution-fighting
engine
that
that
goes with it—plus low price
day night to push the Bucs
Where do you go from there? runs efficiently on no-lead low- and exceptional economy. too
Included pitchers Fred Wenz,
BOTH
over Austin Peay 72-54 in an
No need to get lost in on
Chris Short and Rick Wise,
Conference basketthe details of too prepor FEDERAL
Now!Special savings during Olds Cutlass Step-Ahead Sae!
infielders Larry Bowa, Don Ohio Valley
ball
game.
AND
alien BLOCK will quickly
Flight now your Olds dealer is offering some very allracsavings on these ipti 'extras- Vinyl top' Louvered hood'
Money and Tony Taylor and
ETSU's balanced attack was
tive frosting for a very attractive cake. During his StepWhitewalls' Whee I discs' Wheel opening moldings' Plush
prepare your return ond
STATE
outfielders Larry Hisle, Byron
Ahead Sale On thin Cutlass Hardtop. he's offering specfai
nylon carpeting, All yours at reel sayings right now
led by Denton Willard with 12,
guarantee its accuracy.
Browne and Johnny Briggs.
John Rice 11, Phil Williford,
Make tracks to H 8. R
Manager Sparky Anderson of
Tim Flemming and Irving
Bi.46CK
the NI. champion Cincinnati
_UP
with 10.
his 37th Smith
celebrated
Reds
OUARANYIE =101mimmommommemmm
Jerry Stephenson and Larry
birthday in bed with a sore
e guarantee accurate preaoriz.tion 94 livery tax return.
Noble had 15 apiece for the
I , we n,cilie any errors that cost iou any ineriolty or
throat and an ear infection as
Nylon carpeting
Goys
y -he Denali), or ,nterest.
engaged
battery-men
„
in
his
ww, elliMMIREmewe
esiMn•
Vinyl top
Wheel ri
their third day of workouts
without their major holdouts— Greek" Snyder Monday to
Whitewall tires
vVhcf
,open,ng
R
pitchers Jim Merritt, Wayne repeat as American League
Louveren noon
,
r4aid.ngs
Wayrie.Cafefiger end Past King ..AL Rookie of the
&rause:air;
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
Clay Carroll, and All-Star Year Thurman Munson of the
National Hotel Bldg.. Murray. FC.. PA. 753-9204
catcher Johnny Bench.
New York Yankees got a 100
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.—Fri.
The world champion Balti- per cent boost in pay as he
more Orioles were made the signed his 1971 contract for an
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
ALWAYS A. STEP AHEAD
odds-an choice by Jimmy "The estimated 835,000
NO APPOINT/,4ENY NECESSARY

College
Ratings

Snead Wins
Tucson Open

Thurmond And Lucas
Team Defeats Braves

Pro Cage

Standings

College
Basketball
Results

Alley Suffers
a

For people
who can't
decide between
full-size comfort
and small-car
savings-

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

753-8119

SNOWED IN
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IL
3:30
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;very
cope,
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Austin Peay Falls
To East Tennessee
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Oldsmobile
introduces a new
Cutlass Hardtop that
gives you both.
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Miss Nancy Adams
)-lonored At Shower
'At McClain Home

PTBIRT.HSj Miss Denica Nanney Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Joe B. Forsee In Beautiful
_ Matthew Lance is the name
Chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
The Scotts Grove Church
Garland of Kennett, Mo.,for their Ceremony At

Miss Nancy Adams,bride-elect baby boy born on Wednesday,
of Bill Self, was honored with a February 10, in Kennett, Mo.
household shower held on
The new father is employed in
Tuesday, February 9, at seven- the Kennett School System.
thirty o'clock in the evening at Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Lola McClain, Reel Garland of Murray, Mrs.
Rudy Tucker of Benton, and
Kirkwood Drive, Murray.
The hostesses for the special Kelly Tucker of Mayfield.
occasion were Mrs. Betty Dodd
and Mrs. Lola McClain.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oakley of
The honoree chose to wear for Benton Route Eight are the
the event a lovely white A-line parents of a baby girl, Sheila
-dress fashioned with long Diane, weighing seven pounds
sleeves. The hostesses presented thirteen ounces, born on Friday,
her with a corsage of blue car- February 19, at 8:45 p.m. at the
nations.
Murray-Calloway County
The beautifully arranged table Hospital.
cloth
was covered with a yellow
They have one son, Joe Alan,
overlaid with a white lace cloth. age eight. The father is a KenThe centerpiece was of yellow tucky State Policeman serving in
fresh flowers flanked on each Marshall County.
side by yellow candles. Refresh- Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
ments of cakes, nuts, mints, fruit Clovis Oakley, Vine Street,
punch, and spiced tea were Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
served.
Washburn of Dexter. Great
Assisting the hostesses in the grandparents are Mrs. Ocie
serving was Mrss Donna Lyons. Washburn and James D. Oakley,
Twenty-five persons attended both of Murray.
or sent gifts.
Cheese cookery
Kids' Favorite
Spread peanut butter on one
half of soft bun, spread butter on
the other, put thin sliced ham and
sweet onion between. Serve with
celery sticks and hard-cooked
egg.

Casseroles containing cheese
should be baked at low to
moderate temperatures. To keep
cheese toppings from toughening
or hardening, cover the cheese
just a few minutes before
casserole comes out of the oven.
Shred or dice cheese so that it will
melt more quickly.
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Tuesday, February El
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will meet at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at seven p.m.

Dr. L. J. Hortin
Guest Speaker For
Home Department

The Kirksey PTA will have its
Founders Day program at the
school at 1:30 p.m. Special guests
will be the past PTA presidents.

Cadette Troop 20
Has Recent Party

Cadette Troop 120, Jonathan
District, held a Valentine Party
Dr. L. J. Hortin was the guest
Saturday night at the home of
The Murray Quota Club will
speaker at the meeting of the
Mrs. J. B. Richardson, Aurora.
meet at the Southside Restaurant
of
the
Murray
Home Department
The members of the troop,
at 12 noon.
Woman's Club held on Thursday,
working toward the "Challenge
February 18, at two o'clock in the
of Social Dependability", made
The Great Books Discussion
afternoon at the club house.
all preparation, refreshments,
droup is scheduled to meet at the
The speaker spoke on the
etc., for the party.
Mrs. Dan Wall
Calloway County Public Library
subject, "Ethics and Values".
Kathy Schuster, president,
at seven p.m.
Dr. Hortin developed his topic
presented Mrs. Richardson a
unusually well and the poems he
valentine heart box of candy in
The Gamma Gamma chapter
quoted were a challenge to each
appreciation for being special
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
best.
strive
to
live
her
member to
to the group. She was
7..30 p.m.
Dr. Hortin is head of the hostess
unamiously
voted
Troop
journalism department of
Valentine
of
the
year.
The Senior Ftecitel of Don
was
Murray State University. He
Maley, Murray,euphomium, will Mrs. Dan Wall of Murray Route introduced by Mrs. Max Hurt, Troop members and their
Gamma
the
guests enjoyed shuffle-board,
Queen
of
1970-71
Six,
be held at the recital hall of the
program leader.
ping-pong, toss-across, thd
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building at Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma
departMrs. Albert Crider,
Phi, was honored with a ment chairman, presided and records. The room was decorated
eight p.m. No charge,
throughout with the valentine
Valentine Banquet held at the
Mrs. Vernon Roberts gave an
notif. Refreshments were served.
The WU Dames Club will Colonial House Smorgasbord on inspiring devotion.
February
20.
evening,
Present were Kathy Schuster,
Saturday
new
of
the
meet in Room 103
Refreshments of cherry tarts
Academic Classroom building at The chapter queen is presently and coffee were served by the Kathy Wilkins, Sheila Litchfild,
seven p.m. All married women serving Gamma Gamma Chapter hostesses who were Mrs. H. T. Felicia McKendree, Donna
students and wives of men as service chairman. Last year Waldrop, Mrs. R. A. Stinker, Castleberry, Jan Reed, Willette
students are invited to attend this Mrs. Wall served as vice- Mrs. Walter Wilson, Mrs. Will Richardson, Jackie Loveridge;
first meeting of the spring president. She is a charter Rose, Mrs. N. P. Hutson, and troop leader, Mrs. Henry
Richardson, also present, Gary
semester. Dues are three dollars member of Gamma Gamma Mrs. H. B. Bailey.
McLeod, Sonny Page, Glenn
per semester. For transportation chapter and came in a sa
member in 1966. Her husband,
Miller, Curtis Harper, Tony
call 767-4198.
Dan,is a carpenter and they have
Rogers, Richie and Roy
Richardson, Steve and Terry
one son, Shane, age three.
The Women's Society of
Following a lovely dinner, a
Page, Mrs. Kenneth Page and
Christian Service of the Martins presentation of "This Is Your
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Forsee
Sharon, Mrs. Jack Loveridge,
Chapel United Methodist Church
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, Lesslie and
Miss Denica Nanney, daughter Hopkins arid cousin of the bride, will meet at the parsonage with Life—Judy Wall" by social
Lanette and Mrs. Richardson.
of Mr. and Mrs. David Nanney of served as flower girl. Her gown Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, at chairman, Mrs. Jerry Duncan,
was given. A game of "Heart Mrs. Carol Sims was honored
Benton, became the bride of Joe was fashioned identical to that of seven p.m
Clues" was enjoyed by the group.
B. Forsee, son of Mr. and Mrs. the bridesmaids. She also carried
with a dinner by the Gamma
The queen was crowned by last Omicron Chapter of Beta Sigma
Earl Forsee of Murray, in an a carmer' made of whit ecarSchool
Phebian
salacity
The
in
purple
accented
tinted
year's queen, Miss Suzanne
impressive candlelight ceremony nations
the First Baptist Church McDougal, and presented with a Phi held on Friday evening,
solemnized January 30, at the with purple ribbon tied in love Class of
February 19, at the Village
will meet at the home of Mrs. lovely
Valentine
floral
knots.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
207
North
16th
James
Rogers,
of
the
brother
Forsee,
John
sorority.
arrangement by the
Srother 0. D. McKendree,
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
The banquet table was
minister of the South Green groom, served as best man.
decorated
with
Valentine
Church of Christ, Glasgow, Groomsmen were Tommy Lyons
arrangements in red and white,
performed the double ring and Darrell Starks. Junior
Warren
was
Wednesday, February 24
and red hearts. At each place,
ceremony at four o'clock in the groomsman
Hopkins, cousin of the bride. Mr. A book study on "The Diakonic there was a red heart bearing the
afternoon.
Grove
Harris
The
Lyons and Mr. Starks also served Task" will be taught by Rev. Earl sorority's insignia. The head
Homemakers Club met in the
As the guests assembled, a as ushers and candlelighters. The Warford at the Flint Baptist table was adorned by a lovely
home of Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones on
program of nuptial music was men were attired in formal wear. Church at seven p.m.
floral arrangement in red and
Wednesday, February 17, at one
presented by Robert Forsee, The ring bearer, Brad Lyons,
white with red roses.
o'clock in the afternoon.
brother of the groom. Organ nephew of the bride, was attired
A Mardi Gras-Fiesta will be Members and their husbands
Mrs. Bill Wrather, president,
selections included "True Love," in- the formal attire of the held in meeting rooms 3 and 4 of or special guests were present for
gave the devotion in the absence
"Because," "More", and. 4114,
.He carried the rings the Waterfield Student Union the banquet. The president, Mrs.
of Mrs. Alfred Taylor. She made
Cup Runneth Over With LOW." ein a w
heart shaped satin
MSU, at 7:30 p.m., Willard Ails, asked Ed Thomas to
announcements about the annual
The mothers were seated to "0 pillow.
meal.
sponsored by the French Club offer thanks preceding the
day and the lessons for the next
Promise Me." The processional The register table, presided and the Spanish Club. Admission
Mrs. Wall will reign throughout
year.
and recessional were the over by Mrs. Danny Brandon, is 25 cents and refreshments may the month of February as she and
The lesson on "Use of Blentraditional "Wedding March" by was overlaid in white satin with a be purchases Floor shows will her sorority sisters work as
ders"
was presented by Mrs. Bill
Mendelssohn.
deep purple candle accenting the be presented at eight p.m. and volunteers in the Kentucky Heart
/
Wrather and Mrs. Azzie Lewis.
The altar was decorated with a bride's book. Kevin Hopkins nine p.m.
Fund drive in Murray and
Others present were Mrs.
brass arch of candles featuring passed out rice bags of white net
Calloway County. Gamma
Estelle
Heuer, Mrs. Don Osmus,
Grecian urns, which held tied with purple ribbon.
Gamma chapter collected for the
Mrs. Carol Sims
Mrs. Gerald Richardson, and
Thursday, February 25
arrangements of white gladioli, Mrs. Nanney, mother of the
Heart Fund at the MurrayMrs. Bun Wilkerson.
white star burst palms and jade. bride chose for her daughter's Senior Recitals of Don Condon, Morehead basketball game on
Dinner Theatre.
Mrs. Jones served strawberry
Wedding palms accented the wedding a coat and dress en- Liverpool, N. Y., piano, and Jim February 13.
The honored girl has been bavarian cream, one of the
alt'r and the pews were marked semble of orchid bonded crepe. Evans, Dolgeville, N. Y., per- Members and husbands atnamed Valentine Girl 1971 for the recipes in the lesson sheet.
with white satin bows.
She wore a cymbidium orchid at cussion, will be at the Recital tending were Mr. and Mrs chapter. This honor is an annual
The next meeting will be held
eight
Building
at
Arts
Hall, Fine
her shoulder.
Willard Ails, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry tradition of Beta Sigma Phi's the
on
Wednesday, March 10, at one
charge.
p.m.
No
Bride's Dress
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Duncan, Mr. and Sara. Dan Wall, world over. Mrs. Sims, vicep.m. with Mrs. Gerald RicherApproaching the altar escorted Forsee, chose to wear a pink silk
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Nesbitt president of her chapter, is the
son.
by her father who gave her in shantung coat and dress en- The Magazine Club will have a Mr. and Mrs. Larry Overby, Mr.
wife of Ray Sims, and they have
marriage, the radiant young semble. Her corsage was also a luncheon at the Woman's Club and Mrs. Terry Turner, Mr. and
one daughter, Jarree.
bride was lovely in a wedding cyrnbidium orchid.
House with Mrs. W. Z. Carter and Mrs. George Layne, Mr. and Mrs.
hostesses.
as
Lowry
gown which was designed and
C.
C.
Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Brown of Fulton,
Wallis Parkin, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mrs. Sims is a secretary at the
made by her mother.
MilJUL EVERY GRAFI
maternal grandmother of the
Thomas, Mr. adn Mrs. Gary Bank of Murray.
The gown was fashioned of groom, wore a dark blue two The Gamma Omicron chapter Smotherman, Mr. and Mrs.
,white peau de soie and Chantilly piece suit. Her corsage was of of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Robert Hopkins. Other members A silver bowl engraved
lace accented with pearls and white carnations.
the Baptist Student Center at 7:30 attending were Miss Suzanne "Valentine Girl 1971" was
sequins designed with an impire
McDougal, Miss Frances Arm- presented to Mrs. Sims as a
Reception
waistline and the bodice being Immediately following the
strong, and guest. All but five memento of the honor bestowed
overlaid with Chantilly lace. The ceremony Mr. and Mrs. David The Zeta Department of the members and their husbands on her by her sorority sisters.
skirt was A-line richly trimmed Nanney were hosts to a reception Murrah Woman's Club will meet were in attendance.
minim
with lace, sequins and pearls. at the Murray Women's Club at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Others enjoying the evening
The sleeves came to a point at the House.
Mesdames A. D. Wallace, H. B. Hot Drinks
with Mr. and Mrs. Sims were Mr.
wrist with self covered buttons at The bride's table was overlaid Bailey, Jr., J. J. Roach, L. K.
Mrs. John Hine, Mr. and
and
the opening, and the back with white satin. The center of Pinkley, and Purdom Outland as
A hot milk beverage for break- Mrs. Fred Gardner, Mr. and Mrs.
OP PINII
opening of the dress also featured the table featured a five branch, hostesses.
fast a a good way to start the day
Isaac Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Chet
self covered buttons.
This
on these cool mornings.
silver candelabra bedecked with
PONarlatiLf
"
Alaswasw
Wildey, and Mr. and Mrs.
The removable train was en- purple-tinted carnations and
proportion makes two and oneIs IL
Ford.
sna,
Wallace
circled with lace motifs and purple velvet streamers. At the
1PWay, February 26
fourth cups. In a saucepan
accented with many sequins and corners of the table, purple velvet The Church Women United will combine two tablespoons each of
pearls. Her elbow length veil of ribbons with long streamers and have its annual business meeting peanut butter, and chocolate
silk illustion was attached to a white satin wedding
bells were at the educational building of the sirup, gradually add two cups
headdress designed of lace ac- featured.
First United Methodist Churcch milk and a dash of salt. Heat to
cented with seed pearls, crystals, At one
end was a three-Owed at ten a.m. New officers will be serving temperature. It won't
and sequins.
Lake any, coaxing to get the
Phone 753-1272
wedding cake adorned with installed.
The bride- carried a classic cupiih- and
family to take time to have
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Ale
doves, and
cascade of white butterfly roses topped with. a
the breakfast when Choco-Peanut
We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
miniature bride The spring banquet of
with a cattleya orchid in the and groom. The cake
was baked Baptist Student Union wiji be Steamer is a part of the menu.
center
trimmed
with
a and decorated by the bride's held at the Murray Woman's Club
fashionable English backing of mother, Mrs. David
House at 6:30 p.m. Executive
Nanney.
pearls. In contained white satin
At the other end of the table, Council members will be instreamers with love knots. Miss punch was served
from a crystal stalled. Tickets at $2.10 each are
Nanney presented one white rose punch bowl.
Serving at the available at the BSU, North 15th
and a kiss to her mother on the
reception were Mesdames Street.
way to the altar Coming back Kenneth Keel,
Darrell Parker,
from the altar she presented her Bobby
Barron, Robert Forsee,
new Mother-in-law with a rose and Phillip Shepeard.
Saturday, February 27
and kiss.
For traveling, the bride chose
Alpha Department of the
The
Celia
Miss
Taylor served as to wear a black pantsuit
It Murray Woman's Club will have
maid of honor, Mrs. Tommy featured a black and
white its noon luncheon at the club
Lyons, sister of the bride, at- paisley print tunic top and a
vest house with Mrs. Charles F. Hinds
tended Miss Nanney as matron of accented with white braid
Roselle Henry, Mrs. Harlan
honor. Miss Jane Dubline of
After a short wedding trip, Mr, WU
Mrs. Robert Hornsby,
Mayfield was bridesmaid and and Mrs Forsee maved'ai
and Mrs J. I. Hosick as
Miss. Jean Forsee, sister of the new home at 1081
/
2 South Tenth hostesses.
groom, was junior bridesmaid Street, in Murray.
Their gowne were deep purple
Rehearsal Dinner
crushed velvet accented with
Reumwe Film
On Friday evening, Januara
orchid velvet ribbon. they were at 6.30 o'clock Mr. and Mrs.
Earl
fashioned with an empire Forsee were hosts at a
alai dark film on alumiteim
rehearsal
wasitline and large bell sleeves. dinner held at the Colonial
be removed by filing MO
House pans can
They each carried a carmer Smorgasbord in honor of their pan with hot water and a couple
made of white carnations tinted son, Joe Forsee, and his f ma or f,e , of tablespoons of cream of tartar
in purple accented with purple Miss Deruca Nanney.
or vinegar; boil 10 minutes, then
ribbon tiedan love knots.
Plains were laid for twenty- wash and scour in hot soapy
Misa Janna Beth Hopkins, five persons
The couple water. Rinse in clear water and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben 'presented gifts to the attendants dry.

Mrs. Dan Wall Is
Queen Of Gamma
Gamma Chapter

Mrs. Carol. Sims Is
Honored By Gamma
Omicron Chapter

Jones' Home Scene
Of Harris'Grove
Homemakers Meet

Boss thinks
he's Casanova
By Abigeil VII Buren
4.AR ABBY: I am a secretaigt for a generous man and
I really like my job. Sometimes Mr. L ask.s me to work
evenings, which I don't mind since I get paid extra for it.
During the day he never makes one wrong move toward
me, but lately when I work nights be has been acting
different. For instance, he let me know that as soon as
•-• everyone else goes home, he always moves his car so nobody
will know we are here. Also no matter what I say, he twists
it to rive it a sexy pranneative meaning. Mr. L is married
and I'm not, but I do have a boy friend. Even if I didn't have
one, I wouldn't be iulareated is Mr. L because he is bald, fat
and old [about 501.
Last night, whilent-aranirorting late, be turned am me
stereo and asked me if I wanted to dance I told him no.
Then he said that I didn't have to worry about his wife
walking in on us because she lives in the suburbs and doesn't drive.
I don't want to find another job but I,could use a few
suggestions on keeping my boss at arm's length. MINNIE .
DEAR MINNIE: Tell aim you like year job and don't
mind working late. bet year boy biped doesn't live is the
suburbs, he's an es-inariae. and he does drive!
DEAR ABBY: When my wife and I were married several
years ago we agreed on the number of children we should
have Since that time, the population crisis has come into full
view and I want to do my part in this as well as other areas
of conservation and ecology. Yet my wife constantly nags me
for not "keeping my promise."
Naturally I would love any additional little ones that
came along, but as long as I have the choice beforehand, I
would prefer no more.
I don't want to jeopardize an otherwise fine marriage,
but at the same time I don't want to feel like a schnook for
adding to the world's population problem. What is the best
solution for peace in the family and within myself?
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: Your letter sounds like a "plant"
from one at Ibe many adoption agencies who are trying to
find homes for the thousands of homeless children thruist
the world. The solution tujiiiur problem is obvious. Do
BillwealL your rife mad ths wadi a favor, sad adopt!
DEAR ABBY: I read your column faithfully. but Ten
never seen anything in it resembling my problem. Abby, how
would you like to wake up about five nights a week with a
blood-curdling yell about six inches from your ear?
Well, I tell you, it's no joke My husband has nightmares
all the time and it is getting me down.
It's now to the point where I am afraid the neighbors will
think he is being tortured or something.
He's a good man, Abby, and I don't want to jeopardize
our close relationship by suggesting that we sleep in separate
bedrooms, but I don't know how much longer I can take
being awakened like this. Any suggestions! SLEEPLESS
DEAR SLEEPLESS: Tell your husband to see his &etas'
and find out what's sew is slumber inducement. A mild
relasaist before bedtime timid help both of you.
CONFIDENTIAL TO -TOO SENSITIVE": Don't take it
personally. When you are asked. "How come a nice girt like
you Isn't married." k is intended as a compliment not a pat
down
What's your problem! Voit'll feel better if you get it off
sour chest. Write to ABBY, Bo* $5750, ins Angeles. Cal
41111011 For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
revel/me
For 41,b% 's booklet "Haw to Have a lovely Weddlog,"
sea/ Si to tbli% Boa 6S11111. Los kngelei C a I NOM
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WALLIS DRUG

Parker Ford, Inc.
"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"

During the remainder of February and March, we will

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake
\-N„
linings installed in our shop!

Remember: "Service Built Our Business-
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Your constant courtesy and patience, your
wise counsel ancOvinderstanding, and your
many words of efitourigement from time to
time have served to deepen and further
confirm my faith in you as a great people with
whom to work and serve

Record for Tivoli
COPENHAGEN
(UP1)-Copenhagen's famous Tivoli
amusement park had a record
season in 1970. More than
5.2 million guests from Denmark
and abroad
passed
through the turnstiles and paid
$4.8 million admission fees.

At this time,- I also wish to make known to you
my decision to be a candidate for return to the
General Assembly as your Senator for another
term.

MUNICH, Germany (1 Pl
C,onstructsas
Company has asked 20 international hotel concerns to submit bids for buitding-a200 bed
heel on the western end -1
t e Olympic Lake.
The $21.8 million project
will feature a ballroom and a
teri.ace protruding over the
lake. Munich will host the
1972 Olympic Summer Games.

Sinex
decongestant

slowdown

The enormous growth of population in this
Senatorial District now composed of
Calloway, Trigg, and Christian Counties, is
indeed a challenge to any public officer who is
charged with responsibility. Expansion of
industry, growth of Tourist business, and
funding of educational needs all present opportunities and problems which demand integrity, dedication and experience on the part
of your Senator who represents you in FrankWO:

Rise in January smallest
recorded in four years
WASHINGTON
(15 P
The cost of living rose only
.1 per cent in January—the
smallest monthly increase
recorded in four years—
and the Nixon Administration quickly cited the report as evidence our economic policies are working.'.'
In a companion report,
the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics announced that the purchasing power of the rank-andfile worker increased in
January. This is due to the
fact his take home pay
went up because of automatic reductions in income-tax withholding rates.
The Cod-of-Living Index
for last month stood at
1192. which means the
average
consumer
paid
811.92 in January for the
same items which cost him
. .
910 in 1987.

I am sure I have not been able to please each
of you. Some decisions have had to be made
with reluctance and pain. However, I submit
to you that I have honestly done my best to
preserve the stability of my state and to
promote the funding of-all phases of progress
for our district. I will be glad to discuss with
any of you in detail the issues which have
confronted us and which may be under consideration for future action.

I respectfully and cordially solicit your influence and your vote to make it possible for
me rO-ierve-You again. I pledge to you my very
best efforts to promote the common welfare
and progress of our district. May I close this
announcement message by again thanking
each of you for your kindness and support

stantial rise in car insurance premiums.
FOR SPECIFIC items,
the index listed these figures for January:
up
.2 per cent; housin Up •I
per cent; apparel,
n 13
per cent; transporta ion, up
.5 per cent; medical care,
up .6 per cent; recreation,
up .9 per cent.
Despite the slowed advance in consumer price,
there is evidence inflation
has not yet been halted.
The government announced
earlier this week that
wholesale prices rose .7 per
cent in January, sharpest
increase in a year.
Wholesale price -ertinges
tend to show up at the
retail level after a takof
several weeks.

Food prices here

dip in January
COST-OF-LIVING

THE
report said higher prices
for consumer services in
January were largely offset
by declines in used cars,
clothing and some food
items.
Prices of meats and
fresh fruits and vegetables
dec)ined. but eggs and
(lair- products. rose.
Transportation
service
prices jumped sharply, primarily because of a sub-

Pat McCuiston
Paid for by Pat McCuiston

Food
prices dropped
slightly in Cincinnati in
January. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported.
ed.
The bureau's index was
down 0 3 per cent from December to January. but was
1 9 per cant higher than a
year ago.
Decliritts for the month
were paced by lower price.;
for fruits and vegetables
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pain killing power.
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FIRST OF -ALL, I wish to express my sincere
thanks to you, one and all, for giving to me the
distinct honor and privilege of serving as your
State Senator for the current term.
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You, The voters, are entitled to check my
record and to inquire from every available
source about my stewardship of your interests. I am most pleased to invite you to do
just. this.
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By Ray Murdock
Feb. 16, 1971
February is a memorable
III
month for moon landing ear- The Future Farmers of ill
thquakes, increased casualties in America or "FFA" as it is
an endless war, and a succession commonly called, is a national
Ill
organization of, by and for
of shocking events.
The winter weather has added students studying vocational iee
to the worries around here. Mr. agriculture in public secondary
Ed Smith of the Ledger staff schools. The FFA was organized
could vouch for the fact that snow in 1928 and its purpose is to
drifts have made some roads provide training in agriculture,
leadership,
agribusiness,
impassable.
The Chryslers of Bird dog cooperation and citizenship. It is
Ii
kennel farm below Mt. Carmel a non-profit, non-political and
ill
rural youth
were almost snow bound when non-sectarian
voluntary
of
Mr. Chrysler had news of his organization
mother's heart attack in membership.
Michigan. Mrs. Chrysler's The FFA exists in order that its
mother, Mrs. Walter Thurman, members, through cooperation, ill
was patient also in Murray may help improve agriculture,
Hospital, as was Mrs. Florence make better local communities,
develop a more satisfying home Ill
Osborn and many others.
Larry Neale Crank, a Calloway life and develop into responsible
High junior slipped on an icy citizens in our society.
plank one cold morning running National FFA Week is always
to catch the school bus from held during the week of George Ill
Panorama Shores and broke his Washington's birthday. This year ill
the Calloway County Chapter of
leg.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins had a FFA is participating in special
hazardous drive home from activities from February 20-27 by
Ill
Frankfort during the blinding preparing special news articles
and radio broadcasts by its
snow storm.
But troubles for the George members—The theme for III
Greens; about five miles from National FFA Week is "Involved
in America's Future."
New Concord doubled.
Mrs. Thelma Green was at her
III
sick husband's bedside in a Paris
Ill
Hospital when she got a message
that her house was burning.
She and her sister, Mrs. Floyd February 17, 1971
III
Elkins, had to drive over icy, ADULTS 101
Ill
hilly, roads to get back. Mrs. NURSERY 9
III
Green did not panic, but drove
carefully. She is the type who can
Newborn Admissions
face disaster w„ith the 23rd
Psalms, saying,"The Lord is my
Baby Girl Janes ( Mrs. Nova
Shepherd."
Janes),. Box 117, Farmington ill
.She found the shell of her home Baby Boy Flood (Mrs., Lena
still standing. She was so thank- Flood), Rt. 8, Murray.
III
ful that an aged man at her house
Ill
Dismissals
had been outside and was safe,
Ill
that the losra-nlything inside
L. Roy Lassiter, 408 S. 8th
her once comforta e home was
Murray, Richard Tuck, 218
secondary.
I stopped by a week later as Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Donna III
Mrs. Green, with the help of her Edwards and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Ill
sons, friends, and relatives, Benton, Fred Lee, No. 19 Hale's
I
prepared to start all over in a Trailer Ct., Murray, Danny !!
Washburn, Rt. 8, Murray, Larry 111
trailer in the yard.
When I made my way into the Crank, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.'
ruins of the house and saw what Mildred Finney, 1502 Sycamore, Ill
fire,smoke and Water did to a life Murray, Mrs. Deirdre Partttt
time of accumulations of com- and Baby Boy, Orchard Heights, II
forts and conveniences, I mar- Murray, Mrs. Katharine Violas IS
veled at the courage of a woman and Baby Girl, 21 Orchard II
who in coveralls and boots could Heights, Murray, Fred Paschall,
face farm life with its hardships Rt. 7, Murray, Odie Morris, 744
and try again to make a com- Nash, Murray, Mrs Ola
fortable place for an jnvalid Haneline, Rt. 1, Murray.
husband when he returns.
Olympic preparation

120, Jonathan
alentme Party
the home of
'Tison, Aurora.
of the troop,
he "Challenge
ibthty", made
refreshments,

Grove
met in the
Lee Jones on
try 17, at one
noon.
president,
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Down the

arden Path
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press xiii0C-Naion
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—"'Uncle Doc'
is the meanest, most miserable
man I have ever played!" says
George Kennedy.
Por the first time in years,
even before "Cool Hand Luke"
which won him an Oscar, Kennedy, in "Fools' Parade,'' is
portraying the kind of role for
which he was best known and
loved—or hated-- by audiences
---the bad guy.
George is now a mixture of:
dedicated prison guard, fanatic
Sunday school teacher, and
zealous murderer-for-profit who
plans to kill and rob an exconvict of his life's savings.
Jimmy Stewart is the excon who is Kennedy's target

He plays a depression-era convict released from prison with
$25,000 in his pocket his savings from laboring 40 years in
the prison mines.
• • •

By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
In last week's column I
mentioned putting out lint from
the dryer for the birds to use for
lining their nests. I found it is
much easier than using net
bags, to simply tie a ball of the
lint to the limb of a tree and the
birds will get every bit of it. It
certainly a delightful way to
dispose of an unwanted product
and the birds seem grateful for
your providence.
It seems to me that the birds
are getting ready to build ries%
unusually early. But perhaps
that is because the ice and snow
don't seem to offer any ene
couragement for such a project.
During the snow storm Friday
birds were really in a dither and
more varieties of them were
has his teeth painted noticed as they sought shelter
Before facing the camera, George
to make him look "heavier" as he returns as Uncle Dec to evil role. around the feeding stations. One
person said that one of this
time they have worked together role.
"There are few roles like this prettiest sights of the season,
since "Cool Hand Luke" which
was a snow laden tree with a big
was the turning point in both in a lifetime," he admitted. "I
their careers. Kennedy won his fought to get this role." He Blue Jay and a Cardinal sitting
Oscar and the film got Martin says he obtained his release In the branches, completing our
from another picture to be able national colors.
"out of the television rut."
However, in "Luke," their to do "Doc." But further,
Shrubs such as forsythia,
roles were reversed. Martin was Kennedy claimed that the Oscar spirea, flowering quince and
took
the unsavory prison warden of and "Cool Hand Luke"
others, will soon be ready to
a chain gang and Kennedy one him out of character roles Into show their buds. We
can hasten
of the cons. Martin pursued leading roles. Since that time,
It along And have blossoms in
Kennedy while it's the other he's played in 16 pictures as
the star pr Co-star. However, our home that will make it seem
way around in "Fools."
that spring is truly not far off. In
Since "Luke," a n d until' all of them 'have been character
"Fools." Kennedy has played "leads" instead of the character fact I have some forsythia
nothing but "good guys," films , roles such as the heavies he'd sprays now that add a cheery

KENNEDY explained, "Uncle
Doe's wickedness is carried out
with sincere dedication. When
he tells one of the inmates, 'Me
and Jesus coulda saved you if
you'd been in my Sunday school
class,' he really means it. And
when he conspires to kill Jun
my and his two buddies to steal
the $25,000, he really believes
he's doing the community a
service although he plans to
keep the money for himself!"
"Uncle Doc" is so rotten that
—even his breath stinks, George
laughed. How can you tell in
a movie that a man has bad
breath? Well, to help convey
the feeling, Kennedy's teeth are
painted black so when he grins
with evil anticipation, the audipreviously played.
ence can see he has a dirty ranging from "Airport" to
"When an actor changes
Magee."
Dingus
"Dirty
mouth and can almost imagine
from a character actor to a
.
-•
•
how bad it smells':
leading actor, this requires
• • •
AS a heavy, Kennedy says he mostly reaction, not acting,"
KENNEDY also wears glasses never received any "hate- mail. said Kennedy. "In 'Fools' Par-e first time in a film and '''PouP!P 'would Just say, 'You ade' I get a chance to do what
for the
he's never without a double- were great chasing GregoryI used to do as a character ac13:, ..eiled shotgun or his trusty Peck' and will talk to you. But tot, and that is-to act again.''
they won't write letters - as
Kennedy will continue to
bloodhound, JaneY
play a com- prove he can act- if such proof
Ironically, one of the other they do when you
convic” .01rsued by Kennedy Is passionate role."
Is necessary by his next role.
by Strother Martin, I asked Kennedy why he re- In "Serge," he plays an ex "Foo!s' Parade" marks the thin turned to such a .super-heavy Marine who becomes a priest!

Low Income Allowance Is In Table
Louisville, Ky.-The Federal
income tax tables for 1970 take

Tax Keforrn Act of 1969. As a the low-income allowance,
result, said Robert J. Dath, IRS
into account the low income District Director for Kentucky, For 1970, the maximum low
income allowance is $1,100. The
allowance added to the law by the taxpayers do not have to figure
effect of the $1,100 allowance and
the $625 personal exemption on a
single person with no dependents
is to eliminate liability for tax
until income reaches $1,725,
($2,350 for a single person 65 or
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
over I.
Mr. Dath said the tables reflect
whichever is the larger for each
1.
All Paw* Bel CalarGrien Acres
Med Sepal
income bracker- the low-income
IS Special, Or?
Nee Flaw
Meek:
Moo Haw
01 Move
"Lament/W
.
allwance or the percentage
:71 "Eve et Me Cat"Weneee: Dead or Alive
Wavle
standard deduction. The tax
CDS NiresAANcial
Marcus Weary, AS
COS News Seseclel
Mercies Weary, As
tables cover income up to $10,000.
Until this year, tax tables
covered income under $5,000.
Taxpayers with incomes of
WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
$10,000 or more or who expect to
itemize deductions will continue
C S
seem
Marna* Wen*
Reel lacCen
to compute their own tax instead
of using tables.
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Robert Reed will continue to
star as the father in television's
"The Brady 'Bunch" while
playing a continuing role in
the detective seri% "Mannix."
Cast additions
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Nita Talbot and Frank Metter
have beets added to_the cast of
"Funny Face," video version
.of the movie at Paramount.
Joins cast

riaraii-Oste:
9 :0
:311 The Peratiairta
I

ft * Nines: weir.; smarts
IS Tonkin,

Newell Flisitel
Msereel Flew'
NNW/ WSW.; SOWN
Movie:
"Pk* Paelher"
Mask

Shwas Gel"
Moyle
Naas; WIN,; Seer?
OliSt Cermet
Creek
Okk Copal

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Bill Williams, long a
featured
player in horse operas,
ioins
Brian Keith and Michele
in "Scandalous John" Carye
for Walt
Disney Productions.

note with their bright yellow
blossoms.
One easy way to force them
into opening is to soak a cloth in
household ammonia, place it in
a cellophane bag, such as come
from the cleaners. Lay the
sprays of shrubbery in the
bag and loosely tie both ends.
Leave it for thirty minutes, then
place them in a container of
warm water in a ligth (but not
sunny) spot. It won't be long
before the sprays will burst into
bloom.
Have you ever noticed the
beautiful patterns made by the
bare trees against the sky. The
past two weeks many of us have
spent some time looking out the
windows at the &tow. I was
doing Just that this week when
my eye was caught by the
lovliness of bare branches
against the clouds. Some of the
trees lift their branches in
perfect symetry high in the air,
others seem to try to reach to
the ground and there are a few
gnarled limbs that only add to
beauty of the whole. Try
atudying the pattern of the trees
and you find some wonderfully
interesting creations. No two are
exactly the same and with the
snow clinging to them, the
outlines were emphasised,
Beautiful.

Real estate

300 EQUALS 5119
MOLINE, Ill. (UPI)-The
Mississippi Valley Bowling Proprietors Association thought its
offer of $500 for the area's first
perfect "300" game would be
would a good, long promotion.
After all, they reasoned,
there have been only five such
games in the area in the
previous decade.
Monday night, less than 24
hours after the offer was made,
Rome Wellman, a 172 average
bowler, rolled the 12 straight
strikes needed for a perfect
game at the Highland Park
Bowl.

Oldtimers reappear
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Ida Lupino and George Raft,
two oldtimers, will play cameo
roles in "Deadhead Miles" star'ring Alan Arkin.
trolled Congress a substitute
bill that was acceptable to the Two new ones
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
President.
Paramount studios began proMartin said the program
was aimed at "overlooked and duction on two new television
underhoused Americans who pilot projects, "Escape," a 90cannot afford to buy a suit- minute adventure drama starable home at today's high and ring Chris George, and "Funny
Face"'starring Sandy Duncan,
rising prices."

u-bsidy is planned
or 'forgotten man
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) The government is launching
a new subsidy program intended to help house the forgotten man who earns too
much to qualify for public
housing but too little to al
ford a home in today's market.
The program will provide
$85 million in aid during the
rest of the fiscal year that
ends June 30. It was authorized by the Emergency
Home Finance Act passed last
summer but its start was delayed by slow action on the
separate legislation which provided the money.
About 70,000 families earning Oetween $7,000 and
$12,000 annually are expected
to be helped during the first
phase of the - program. Eli-_...
gibility depends upon income
levels and some other factors
and varies slightly from community to community, depending upon average income and
the cost of housing.
If an individual qualifies,
his-hone mortgage payments
will be lowered $20 monthly
for the first five years of his
Loan. The subsidy will be
etlie through regional federal
loan banks.
Preston Martin. chairman of
the Federal Home Loan Hank
Board (FHLBB) said. -This
a bootstrap program frinir:nutphi
ward mobile' borrower' who
will undertake their full
ly payments after NI months.
Housing opportunity allowances from the F111.111-1 will
make it possible for the homeowner to have his monthly
payment reduced, for example,
from 3154 to $134 on an 8
per cent Mortgage of $20,000
with a 25-year maturity."
Martin -said the effective
interest rate on the loan cited
in his example would be 7.4
per cent, well below the FHA
and VA ceiling of 8 per cent.
Authorization

CHEYENE, WYO (UPI): The Wyoming Senate
is studying a bill to permit estabishment of private
farms fbr wild game—places where hunters could
come at any time, without a license, and shoot big
game animals.

MUD

Opponents of the bill sky it means the annihilation of wild game in Wyoming. And these opponents
are growing in number--pethaps enough to ensure
the Wigs not passed by the Senate, which is all that
Is needed for the bill to become law.
Rep. Allen Fordyce, a Republican rancher, says
he sponsored the measure because he wants to tarn
part of his ranch into a game farm.
Opponents fear big business will buy property
and take over big game. Proponents say the bill will
bring increased revenue into the state.
The bill has created more controversy In the
state Senate than sweeping drug-control and wiretrapping bills which have been passed For days,
senators have found their desks stacked with telegrams from'irate citizens.
Under the bill, big game animals would be elk,
deer, mountain sheep, wild goat, antelope, moose,
bear and any other animal bitted by the Game and
Fish Commission.
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White Sidewall Tires
Wheel Ornamentation
TOTAL
Difference

$2197.00•
$ 42.35
(110 hp opt.)
$ 26.20
$ 26.50
(Trim Rings)
$2365.00• $2292.05*
$ 72.95*
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Nisort and Congress'nver the
size of the hous
ndent agencies'appropn ai ion
IL
Nixon vetoed the first appropriation measure passed last
.(JIH because he said it wa, too
expensive and inflationary •It
took several months to push
through the Democratic ,on'

Hunting bill opposed

'
,Counties.
Pointment
,,and 4:00 pi

The subsidr for moderate
income families was iuthotized
by an amendment written into
the
dministration backed
emergency home finance act
William Prolmire,

HORN OF PLENTY of.-power is this nuclear plant piece at Alsoointed Piping in
Compton. Calif. It's 39 inches in didnicter. 45 feel long, weighs ri.soo pounds.

EVERY DAY, THEY SAY, Dr. and Mrs. Steve Meimaridis and their children have a
romp like this outdoors in Lorain, Ohio. Children (from left) are Eugenia, 3; Peter, 4; John, 8; Daphne, 7. Eugenia, on mother's shoulders, seems less than happy.
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earning. PI
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When you

compare
our Duster
to their Vega
and see how
much more
Duster gives
you'll know
you've come to
the right place
Because Duster not
only has more room
more trunk, bigger tires
and brakes and more
power than Vega, it's
still just as easy on gas as
it is on your budget. The big
difference between Duster
and Vega? Find out at the right
place
it's not the price

Record sales mean
record resale value.
psopis we going for Doan', in rectord
numbers Sales ar• up Se% for first
Model wilt. AndII you
think we're loading the dice, last year
they were 181% ahead of comparable
sales the year before Which is a big
reason why Plymouth's small cars am
leaders in their field in Male vakili.
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BILBREY'S
ODDS & ENDS
CLEARANCE
ON GOODYEAR

seelININIOr

Senate
private
could
oot big

ienenta
ensure
ill that
says
to turn

'I,

roperty
)111 will

TIRES
5-8.00x14 MUD & SNOW TIRES
15.00 each
* * *
4-8.50x14 MUD & SNOW TIRES
17.00 each
* * *
8-7.75x15 ALL-WEATHER WHITE
13.00 each

* * *
10-5.60x15 MARATHON - WHITE NYLON TUBELESS
16.95 Plus tax
* * *
MUD AND SNOW AND REGULAR TREAD CAPS
''Only A Few Left"
$9.99 each

Bilbrey's Car & Home
Supply

In the
i wirer days,
h tale-

210 Main Murray, Ky.

be elk,
moose,
ne and
"BEST PART time job in town" LARGE MODERN mobile home,
StnAing woman under 60 to assist 'available immediately 8 miles
in my businbss. Openings in 1;Ffist of Murray Phone 753-83M
F23P
:Calloway, Marshall and Graves after 5:00 p.m.
,Counties. For interview appointment call 753-8970 between 2
10 x 50 MOBILE HOME, two
F25C
and 4:00p.m.
bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice
location, two miles east of town.
THE TRIANGLE Inn, now has Phone
901-642-5370 after 4:00 p.m.
two private dining rooms. We will
F27P
be needing two cooks, full time.
at
Apply in person to Triangle Inn
MODERN TWO bedroom furAurora, Kentucky at Highway 68
nished apartments. Zimmermati
March 1P
and 80 junction.
Apartments, South 16th Street.
Phone 753-6609.
•
F27t
WANTED: Housekeeping Orderly for Operating Room. Apply
in person, Nursing Office,
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
March 3C

FOR
RENT

EMPLOYED MAN. Repair
typewriters part time. Training
: furnished, Local interview.
' Write: Regional Manager, Box
F26C
25,Glenshaw , Pa. 15116

TOBACCO

NEEDED: TWO women for full'
or part time work. Excellent
F24C
earning. Phone 753-1711.
WANTED TO BUY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

and
SOYBEAN
GROUND

AUTOS FOR SALE

•

you
compare
our Duster
)their Vega,
nd see how
much more
luster gives,
you'll know
'ye come to
right place
1 Duster not
More room.
bigger tires
sand more
n Vega, it's
y on gas as
;et. The big
Yen Duster
at the right
ot the price
When

HRYELLER

mean '
value.

uster n retiord
58% for first
ir Ahd if you
dice, last year
of comparsible
Which is • big
small con Sr.

1 resale value.

WANT TO buy; logs and standing
timber. Also have for sale lumber
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
apartment or home for March,
April and May. For couple with
two children. References and
deposit furnished. Phone 753March1C
7720.

George E.
Overbey,Sr.
753-1292

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Would you like to manage the
finest fabric efface in the
Murray area? If you feel
qualified to assist our
customers in selecting the
most beautiful fabrics in the
area for their garments write
us a letter and tell us why you
think we should consider you
to work in our new fabric store
to open loon in downtown
Murray.
4ed TtIll
and part-:une help.

Night
753-2251

1968 BUICK Electra, four door
hardtop with factory air, all
power and low mileage. Good
tires. Just like new. 1968 El
Camino V8 automatic, power
steering and brakes. Brand new
tires, snow and spikes on the
rear. 'Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
F24C

ASSUME $18.00 a month
MEN'S SPORT and Dress Hats,
payment on small pianoprice. Settle-Workman
ios
Leaches Music and T. V. in
r23C
Company. Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC

1965 BUICK Electra, four door
hardtop. Automatic and all
power, 6-way seats. Vinyl roof,
In loving memory of our dear
sharp car.
'
Local car. 1965 Ponfather,
Danny Walker who
tiac
Mans, two door hardtop.
326 motor, console in the floor. passed away three years ago
Local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf today, February 23rd, 1968.
Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
Gone is the face we loved so
F24C dear, silent is the voice we loved
to hear.
1964 CHRYSLER K300, two door
hardtop. Console in the floor, all Too far away for sight or
power and air-conditioned. 1963 speech, but not to far for thoughts
Oldsmobile 98 with factory air to reach.
and all power. Really, really
extra nice. car and good
Sadly missed
F24C
mechanically.
By his children.

ALL BOY'S Sport Coats, it price.
and
Settle-Workman Company. F23C RAILROAD WELDING
wrought iron work. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Don
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
Phone 753-1933.
F24C
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 7535842.
March4C

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
50

Room

$if

BONNE BELL Cosmetics.
Available Holland Drug Store, on
Court Square.
F23C
ORTHOPEDIC MATTRESS and
heavy coil springs. Good contion. Phone 753-3987.
F23C
STEEL FIRE door, eight foot
opening, heavily insualted, opens
by moving to one side, counterweight. See at Ledger and
Times.
F25NC
FOUR WHEEL cart, very heavy.
Large iron wheels. Apparently an
old railroad baggage cart. Good
for moving heavy steel or stone.
See'at Ledger and Times. F25NC
NEW HOSPITAL bed and
mattress. Phone 753-6200. F23C
HAY. 400 bales, sound hay, 65c
per bale. Phone Barney Darnell
489-2555.
F23e
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00 Big K.
F27C
ONE of the finer things of lifeBlue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
Well."
F24C,
REBUILT
VOLKSWAGEN
engine. Phone 753-7792 after 5:00
p.m.
F25P
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

McCONNELL
Insurance
Agency

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think
Hughes Paint
Store

401 Maple St. 753 3ET.-

Colli
SMALL TRAILER, $40.00 per FOUND: YOUNG female
in vieinity of South 16th Street
mqnth. Electric heat. Phone 489Wearing thick black collar.
F25C
Phone 762-4395 before 5:00 or 7535242 after 5:00 p.m.
F24('
ONE FERGUSON tractor 301953, 14" Ford plow, 7 foot drag
NOTICE
disc, 6 foot Ford mower, one row
cultivator, two row John Deere
•
corn planter, 25 barrel ear corn.
Six registered Hereford bulls.I
ATTENTION BOYS!!
.
Phone 753-5042.
F25P
LEDGER
&
I ....The
now taking apHEAVY HENS, 10 months old, in I TIMES is
carrier
production. Ducks, Guineas and I plications for
routes. In order to update
Turkeys.
Hubert i
Phone
our files, boys who placed
Alexander, Sedalia 328-8563.
an application over three
March IP I
months ago should come to
the office and reapply.
!
ONE FORD 6 foot bushhog. Used
Several routes are DOW
only a few hours. One Ford two
open and will be filled
row corn planter. Phone 436-2172. I
immediately.
F25C
Apply in person to

ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

00M 00 00000
003303 0M0003
MO 0030000 MS
MO 02B2 0000
00M1J 0030 002
301230 0000 OM
0000 000M
00 101002 GOMM
003 0023 2002
21000 2000 3M
00 0020300 00
0000MM 000030
00000 00 020

5 A state(abbr)
6 Alit
7 Aquatic
mammal
8 Remainder
9 Moving
backward
10 Native metal
11 Insect
14 Before
19 Conjunction
21 Short jacket
116
5 R
Mac'c
lies
cAsn
22 A continent
17 Golf mound
(abbr.)
111 Man's name
23 River in
20
Italy
migpys,
24
2 ,,,e
24 Distress
of
signal
India
33 Ship channel
25 Bushy
26 Eats to get
clumps
34 Symbol for
thin or fat
29 Goal21127 A state
tantalum
ilzccike-carrying
4
35 Garden tool
(abbr.)
37 Symbol for
29 Pronoun
30 Reasoning
cerium
30 Conducted
31 Hips
39 Hand Calmer
32 Weight of
33 Style of
40 Three toed sloth
India
34 S
painig
ntiin
nggroice
35 Small lump
36 Et cetera
(abbr.)
38 Sea in ASIA
39 Obtain
40 The caama
41 Article of
furniture
nto
43 Pronoun
44 Siamese
1 Vehicle
.e
9
4
Take
unlawfully
Poem
.y
1
13
2 P,

45
47
49
50

Unruly child
Stockings
Spread for
drying
Mature
Bitter vetch
Insect egg
New Zealand
parrot

46 Cowboy
Thwif
competin48
Writing
fluid
Si
52 Declares
53 Contend
54 Lair
55 Brief
56 Greek letter

1 Poucernan
(clang)
2 Girl's name
3 Act of making
ccirecreharges
4 Extremely

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate.

C.

_73_

163 BUICK ELECTRA. Full
o,%,..er and air, new rubber. In top
ndinon. $600.00. Phone 753-5171
:,vs or 753-4323 nights. James L.
brison.
F25P
i60 OLDSMOBILE Super 813.
:663 L,4ge Terraee Drive,
marray. Pritucky
F25P

AT ONLY 45, Hays T. Watkins Jr.. shown in Cleveland after his election, is
believed to be the youngest president and chief executive officer 1,1 a railroad
in the nation. Effective
March :11 he heads the
C&O/118:0. succeeding
Gregory S. DeVirie, whp
will be board chairman.

HERO AWARD-Bill Pierson of Santa Ana, Calif., holds
the George Washington Award of Freedoms Foundation
in Valley Forge, Pa., where it was presented to him for
action at San Diego State College about a year ago. Dissident students were raising and lowering the American
flag on the college's flag pole, and Pierson waded in.
raised the flag to the top and stood off some 150 of
them for more than three inaurs.

I li.)A5 6,01N,i; TO A5K HER '
TO BE THE GUEST 5PEAKER
AT OUR FIRST MEETING...

H ANVI'M WORKING
AS A

SUPERMARKET
POLICEMAN

WH AT
A
STORY-

tte.-23

The Colonials

Abner
B.Eitsr
VALUER
I-LAIN'T HER
OKTE
FAULT!?
Replacement.

lit tI,I.
WC-TV'smeld

If II)
it PI)
A-seasoorepLe,
arc

lig.

`milli

ri

Kentucky

Crossword Puzzle

Circulation
Manager

time

FOR SALE OR

1961 VALIANT Fair. Cheap
1956Cheyrolet. Fair. 1963 Olds 98,
four"cloor hardtop with air and
power. Red with white roof. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner
of 6th and Main.
F24C

WHEN BETTER washers a;.:: 1962 RAMBLER, four door,
dryers are built, Norge will build 'standard, good condition. $260.00
them. Rowlind Refrigeration or best offer. Phone 753-6476 F25C
Sales & Service, 110 South 12th
F25C
Street. Phone 753-2825.
1964 CATALINA Pontiac four
door hardtop. Power and air. Two
LOST & FOUND
new snow treads. Price $225.00.
Phone 474-2257 after 4:00 p.m.
LOST: LIGHT brown part Collie F23C
medium height. answers le t:A.
name of O'Hara. Lost in mini:
PEANUTS
1-1EAR
IT'S &ONE To BE A al,B FOR
1510
of Shady Oaks. Phone 753-7954
ABOuT "THE
LITTLE 8ROTIIERS LIKE M,e5ELF
F25P
OR6ANIZAT3N I'M
040'ARE PER5ECUTED
FORMING'
COVNEERds6 OLDER 515TER5, AND.
LOST: TRI-COLORED Collie
pup, five months old. Lost in
vicinity of city park. Answers to
name of Lady. Small reward.
F25C
Phone 753-6076.

APPROXIMATELY 1500 bales
HOUSE: FIVE ROOMS, un- mixed good sound hay. 60c per
furnished. Phone 753-5965. F'25P bale. Phone 492-8257. March IC

RENT

1962 CHEVROLET. Extra nice.
Phone 492-8622.
F23C

753-419

LOST: BLUE Singer Sewino
LIVING ROOM suite, good machine in blond cabinet
condition and two end tables and vicinity of Coldwater on Saturone coffee table. Phone 753-9646. day, February 20. Phone 489-2261.
F25C
F24C

TWO UNIT service station air
compressor, 60 cycle, 2 HP, 60
gallon capacity. Phone 753-4131
between 12:00 and 7:00 p.m. F25C

6
1969 AMBASSADOR, big
cylinder with double power and
air conditioner. One owner. 25,000
actual miles. New tires. Mint
condition. Phone 753-4516 after
F23C
5:00p.m.

1963 CHEVROLET Impala two
door hardtop. V8, 327 motor,
ELECTROLUX SALES Si gee- automatic and power ,steering
and brakes. 1963 Olds 98, 4 door
vice,- Bo* 213, Murray, Ky. C.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far. hardtop.with all power and no air.
mington, Kentucky.
March 5C local car. Good mechanically.
1 'it;2 Chevy II, 6 cylinder, straight
,hift. Real good car. Cain and
:aylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
Main.
F24C

apSTRAW,
TIMOTHY
ECONOMICAL APARTMENTS proximately 500 bales Phone 753and rooms to rent. For*dents 6770 days or 492-8613 after 5:00
and others. Near campus. Phone p.m.
F25C
March 8C
753-4646.

with
ROOM
LARGE
refrigerator Private entrance,
washer ,and dryet available.,
Modern with air-conditioner.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
March IC
16th. Phone 753-6609.

AUTOS FOR SALE

WE ARE offering Poulan Chain
PIANO IN STORAGE
saws and service at low prices. Beautiful spinet-console stored
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, locally. Reported like new.
Hardin, Kentucky,437Responsible party can take at big
4412.
March 24C saving on low payment balance.
Write Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin,
F25P
CHILDREN'S DRESSES and Car Missouri 64801.
Coats, sizes 12 months to 14
years, kt price. Settle-Workman
Company.
F23C

••
TChrysler
Corporstion

TUESDAY-FEBRUARY 23, 1971

HOUSEBOAT. 26: x 12' wide. Fitt1 13 •
and
Sttittll
Fully equipped. 4Q HP Johnson
ter • Oncl
ts lilt
1967 HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 42. motor. Phone 753-7400 or 753-3619
mot Pearl I laity% electric heat, air conditioned after 5:00 p.tii
V27P' I,. o'ir in. is 4li 5'
- Phone 753-258.1
F27C

AMA!! n-iEN
SNE KNOWS
_WM...EWER
ONE,AuLT
/5.'r
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daughters, Mrs. J. W. Myers of
Murray Route Four and Mrs.
Fined In Paducah
caerryville, Kansas, Mrs. Carlos
Gladys Atkins of Hardin; two
Higgins and Mrs. Evelyn Sienk(Continued From Page One
brothers, Goble of Murray Rojte Steve Kent Etherton of
wicz of Hammond, Ind.; five
Four
and Jim of Hazel; eight Murray Route Five was fined
view the Viet Nam war from their The funeral services for Ed sons, Pershing of Cedar Lake,
grandchildren;
twelve grand- $113.50 including court costs on a
Final
rites
Granville
for
living rooms and can actually see Mitchurson of Hardin Route One Ind., James of Dexter Route One,
Scarbrough of Hazel were held children; twelve great grand- charge of driving while inBob Moore of 1106 Sycamore the people of other nations live, were held today at one
p.m. at the Herman of Hammond, Ind.,
toxicated by the McCracken
Euell Grant Miller, 67, Street, Murray, was claimed by
children.
through the marvel of television. chapel of the Max Churchill Willard of Gary, Ind., and today at two p.m. at the chapel of
County Couit on Monday, acPaducah, died at 3:20 a.m. death Monday at 5:25 p.m. at the
the
Miller
Funeral
Home
with
Funeral Home with Rev. Wesley Chesterfield of Hardin Route
Nearly halt' the human race cording to the court report
Sunday at Western Baptist Western Baptist Hospital, The total effect of the mass
Rev.
Johns
Elbert
officiating.
media, he continued, has been to Hibbs officiating.
is dependent on rice for exist- published in the PaduCah SunOne; one daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Hospital.
Paducah. His death at the age of produce
Pallbearers were Earlie ence.
the most knowledgeable Grandsons
served
as Obie Mithcurson of Hardin Route
Democrat
Mr. Miller owned and operated 70 followed an extended illness.
young people in the history of the pallbearers who were Obie Gene, Two. Two sons, Ellis and Obie, Scarbrough, Dorris Scarbrough,
the Downtowner Restaurant at
The deceased had entered the United States.
Grogan,
Don
Robert
Lassiter,
Roger, Gary, Gaylon, and Jerry preceded their father in death.
Paducah for 30 years. After Murray-Calloway Hospital on
He pointed out that even though Mitchurson, and Jerry Higgins. He also is survived by 36 grand- Otho Clark, and Willie Wrather.
retiring from the business he February 4, but was transferred
Burial was in the Pleasant Hill children and 16 great grand- Burial was in the South Pleasant
managed the ABC Package to the Paducah Hospital on the young people of today are so
Grove Cemetery with the
advanced over their counterparts Cemetery in Trigg County with children.
Store.
February 18 where he expired.
arrangements by the Miller
the arrangements by the Max
fifty
years
of
ago,
are
still
they
in
New Listerine
Mr. Miller was a native of
Mr. Moore was employed for
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Churchill Funeral Home.
need
the
of
guidance,
unCalloway County.
twenty years by the bus division
deceased,
The
age
96,
died
derstanding, example, com- Mitchurson, age 85, died
He was a member of Woodlavm of Dearborn Coach Company,
Sunday at the Henry County
Cumberland Presbyterian Dearborn, Mich. He moved to passion and support of their Sunday at the Benton Municipal Three persons were cited by Nursing Home,Paris,Tenn. He Is
Church where funeral services Murray in 1946 and worked as a parents. "I believe that the young Hospital. He was a member of the the Murray Police Department survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Pentecostal Church. He and his yesterday and last night. They
were held today at 1 p.m. with carpenter before his retirement people of today are as fine and as
wife, Nellie, who survives, had were for improper registration, Russ Taylor of Hazel; one son,
Rev. Paul Belt officiating. Burial in 1960. He was born in Calloway good as any young people of any
been
married for about 63 yearti. disregarding stoplight, and going Clyde Scarbrough of Hazel; two
age", he said.
was in Maplelavrn Cemetery.
County on May 8, 1900, and his
sisters, Mrs. Dewey Grogan of
He
concluded
that
it
is
the
great
Survivors
are his wife; three wrong way on one way street.
Survivors include his wife, parents were the late Guy Moore
challenge
of
today
to
use
the
Mrs. Dorothy Miller; a daughter, and Cora 13azzell Moore.
Mrs. Irene McDonald of He and his wife, the former mass media in as responsible a
Paducah; a stepdaughter, Mrs. Maude Tucker, who survives, way as possible, just as it is our
Jetta Watson of Paducah; a were married on March 26, 1927. responsibility to use the atom for
sister, Mrs. Lois Lassiter of He was a member of the Seventh the good of man kind, rather than
to his detriment. "Our big job is
Paducah; 10 grandchildren, two and Poplar Church of Christ.
nephews, including Leonard Survivors in addition to his wife to use what we have to the best
Wood of Murray and a number of are one daughter, Miss Colleen advantage, for the most people",
nieces.
Moore of Paducah; one son, he concluded.
Mrs.
Hughes
Bennett,
Pallbearers were George Bobby Moore, and three grandpresident, introduced the guest
Jacobs, T. J. Cumbee, Charlie children, Jeanne, Mike, and
Hays, Richard Riley, Bill Green, Kathy Moore, all of Reidland; speaker. The club voted to
Wayne Sullivan and G. F. two sisters, Mrs. Wayne (Louise) contribute to the variety show to
Waters.
Plymale of Townsend, Montana, be held by the Murray Rescue
and Mrs. Dorothy Farris of Squad on February 26.
Letters of thanks from the
Murray Route Two; seven
brothers, Clete of Armanda, American Red Cross and C ounty
Judge Robert O. Miller were read
Mich., Ortis of Paris, term.,
Douglas, Jesse, and Aubrey all of by Mrs. Wilkinson thanking the
Dearborn, Mich., Coy of Romeo, club for their help during the
recent disaster in Hazel.
—
'Funeral services for Mrs. Mich., and Elwood of Lexington. The devotion from Luke 11:24
George (Maggie) Upchurch of Funeral, services will be held was given by Mrs. J. W. Jones
900 Olive Street, Murray, were Thursday at two p.m. at "the who along with Mrs. Danny
held today at three p.m. at the chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Outland served refreshments at
First Baptist Church with Dr. H. Funeral Home with Brol Roy the close of the meeting.
Beasley officiating.
C. Chiles officiating.
Active pallbearers were Robert Interment will be in the Murray
Swam, James`Swann, Stanford Cemetery with the arrangements.
Andrus, Ray Brownfield, John T. by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Irvan, • and Dan Shipley. Home where friends may call.
(Continued From Page One)
Honorary pallbearers were A. W.
7 Rusaell, Gingles Wallis, John
*Stelp into the swing of
ed and some 500 persons were
COMPARE
AT
2.49
Rowfett, Vernon Sutbblefield,
reported stuck on the Kansas
spring with the spring look
Sr., Vernon Sutbblefield, Jr., H.
Turnpike as snow piled into 15in pant suits. Bonded
B. Bailey, Jr., George Lilly, I Continued From Page One)
foot drifts.
Stripes are right. Assortiuj sharkskin pant suits with
Robert 0. Miller, Gus Robertson, York, will graduate from Murray
Blizzard conditions continued
ed colors in this short
Sr., and Mitchell Story.
sleeveless tunics, some
State in June with a bachelor's into the night in parts of Iowa,
sleeve, mock turtle neck
Interment was in the Murray degree in speech. He is an where winds up to 60 miles an
belted, or with tie sash
top with back zipper.
Cemetery with the arrangements assistant coach for the -Bred.s", hour whipped a foot of new
in the soft shades of the
444
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral the University baseball team. snow.
Guaranteed
washable.
1...c' season. Sizes 12-20.
Home.
Both he and Chapman will soon
The storm sprouted tornadoes
Small, Medium; Large.
z
We. unchurch, age is, abed begin a six rnswith tour at active and heavy rain
as it moved ,
Sunday at 8:53 a.m. at the duty—training for the role of eastward. "A
probable tornas/f
,Iiturray-Calloway County 100th Division Drill Instructor. do" touched down
in Columbus,
Hospital. Her husband, George Captain Kean R. McKinney, Ohio, causing
heavy property
W. Upchurch, died September 12, Commander of Company D in damage and at
least five minor
1963. She was a member of the Murray, encourages local injuries. Another
twister tore
First Baptist Church, charter residents who have not fulfilled the roof from
a rural home
member of the Magazine Club, their military obligations to west of
Greensburg, Ind.
and a former school teacher.
contact him at telephone number, Heavy rains deluged the area,
COMPARE AT 7.99
Survivors are three daughters, 395-4620, Calvert City.
ranging to 2.23 inches at
Mrs. Jack Kahn of Washington,
Cincinnati. Flash flood warnD. C., Mrs. Charles Shelby of
ings went up and familiet
Dallas. Texas, and Mrs. Pat
evacuated homes along the
Lester of New Orleans, La., three
Ohio, Hocking and Great Miami
sistersSiStrs. Hardin Morris and
rivers.
Miss Ruth Houston of Murray,
Two persons died and 60 were
and Mrs. Louella Beddpe of'
injured Monday as a tornado
Pineville, La.; one brother, The
Kentucky
Nurses hit Fayetteville, N.C. "It looked
Stanley Houston of Dallas, Association, District 13, will hold like London
during the Blitz,"
Texas; eight grandchildren.
its meeting Thursday, February said the Rev. Albert
C. Bean,
25, at 7:00 p.m. at the First surveying damage. Other
twisMethodist Church, 8th and Water ters hit at Falcon, N.C., and
Street, Mayfield.
near Valdosta, Ga.
A film on Diabetes titled "A
Mississippi wa still counting
Quiet Victory" will be shown. the dead from Sunday's torChoose from a wonderCindy Kohnen, a Murray State nadoes. Sen. James 0.
Eas- ful assortment
of laUniversity
student will present a tland, D-Miss., announced the
Earnon M. Searcy of Frankdies 100°, Nylon all
fort, brother of Mrs. Jim Ransom paper entitled "The Patient's Mississippi Delta had been
of Johnson Boulevard, Murray, Knowledge of Diabetes".
purpose Jackets. Water
declared a national disaste
Members and visitors are area as the death toll stood at
died Sunday of injuries suffered
repellent.
Assorted
invited.
last Saturday night.
80 and damaged mounted into
colors
and
styles.
Searcy's car collided with
the millions of dollars.
Sizes S. M, L.
another vehicle at the juncton of
In Hawaii, a hail, sleet, snow
U. S. 127 and the Blgegrass Parkand lightning storm hit 10,000way in Anderson
ty.
foot Mt Haleakala Monday. An
COMPARE
%Among the sur vors are his (Continued From Page One
official said some Wisconsin
mother, Mrs. C
AT 2.99
la Peyton
tourists, standing in the snow
Searcy of l..awrereburg and his were destroyed along with and 33-degree cold at the top of
sister, Mrs Ransom of Murray. numerous churches and busi- the peak, "were wondering why
Funeral services were held ness establishments.
they came to sunny Hawaii to
Fashion smart, value perfect latoday Tuesday( at three p.p. at_ Fifty National Guardsmen get away from their weather."
dies easy care long sleeve tops.
the Gordon Funeral Home, patroled Sharkey County- in two
Just right for casual wear. WashLawrenceburg
and three-man teams to guard
able, No Iron. Mock turtre-heck
against looting while rescue
in assorted colors. S, M, L.
workers operated truck-driven
drag lines in area creeks and
streams in a search for missing
Federal State Market News
persons.
Service Tuesday, February 23,
Medical supplies and other 1971
The funeral for Mrs. Ketty emergency items were rushed Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Martin of Hazel will be held at the to the stricken areas. Tempora- Market Report Includes 10
Union Grove Baptist Church on ry refugee centers were set up Buying Stations
Wednesday at two p.m. with Rev. in churches and schools for the Receipts
Act. 1000 Est, 1100
' Has popular moc stitching
homeless. The Red Cross sent Barrows and Gilts 50c higher
A. Taylor officiating.
COMPARE AT 2.99.
Burial will be in the Murray 17 emergency food vans and 50 Sows strong to 50c higher
• Bold brass trim.
Cemetery with the arrangements staff members into the area.
• New chunky heel
by the Miller Funeral Home of
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 119.25-19.75;
• Sizes 5-10
Hazel. The wake will be held 'The Weather Bureau said it US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 110.75-19.25;
Here is a 100% Cotton
from seven to ten a.m on Wed- received more than 50 separate US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 118.25-18,75;
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